PSU-AAUP - Successor Contract Ratification Summary
Below is a brief summary of the agreements that are yet to be ratified to complete the current
contract negotiations. They are in the order that they have been agreed upon, not the order they
will appear in the contract. Some items that will appear in the final contract are not included here
since they have already been ratified to allow for early adoption.
What you will see in the linked PDF document is not the contract in its entirety and final format.
Rather, you will see a series of agreements of different types. Each agreement resolves an
issue or a set of related issues with language that will be inserted into the contract during the
ongoing “housekeeping phase. The labels for the different types of agreement are:
●

Tentative Agreement (TA): resolves an issue identified by one or both parties at the
start of the bargaining process.

●

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA): resolves a new issue that emerged after
bargaining was underway and the parties consented to add it to the agenda. Several
MOAs concern issues related to the pandemic. A TA that requires ratification before the
contract has been finalized may also become an MOA for that purpose – e.g., the MOA
on COLAs that took effect in January and February. MOAs can become part of an article
in the contract or be appended to the end of a contract.

●

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU): identifies agreed-upon approaches to
resolving an issue or clarifies the interpretation of existing contract language.

Many MOAs and MOUs have already been ratified by the membership. This ratification vote
considers the remainder of TAs, MOAs, and MOUs necessary to complete the new contract.
These are listed in chronological order of the date of agreement and are identified by the Article
in which the new or revised language is to appear. Where the agreement concerns a revision of
existing language, you will see that formatted as a strike-out or addition.

Articles, TAs, MOAs, and MOUs
Article 26 - Holiday Closures (pg. 6)
If the university is closed, researchers may come to campus if necessary, for their research.
Article 17 Section 9 - Alternative work arrangements and flexible schedules (pg. 7)
Procedures for AP to obtain and be evaluated on alternative work schedules including remote
work, compressed schedules, non-standard workdays, and flex time are more clearly explained.
APs can make up time for a temporary need for time off like a doctor s visit where the time can
be made up outside of regular business hours.

Article 17 Section 12 - Service to the University (pg. 9)
Service to the university by an AP will be considered part of the regular workload if assigned by
the supervisor or agreed upon by the member and supervisor. APs may still participate in
service even if a supervisor doesn't agree that it is part of the regular workload if it doesn t
interfere with the regular workload.
Article 10 Section 9 - (MOA) - New Hire Orientation update to include HB 2016 provision
(pg. 10)
The University will provide the AAUP with 30 minutes to meet with new employees of the AAUP
bargaining unit at campus wide New Hire and Faculty orientations.
Article 24 Section 9 - Faculty Workload/Work Distribution (pg. 11)
The agreement recognizes that Tenure Track and Non-Tenure Track faculty members will not
be assigned unreasonable or excessive workload. A new procedure for addressing workload
concerns for faculty has been created. This mirrors the process already in place for APs.
Article 17 Section 3 - Description of Structure (pg. 13)
The new job groupings (families) and levels have been updated.
Article 17 Section 4 - Annual Review of Position Description and Request for Review of
Position Placement (pg. 14)
AP position descriptions will be reviewed annually. An appeal procedure has been established if
APs feel their position description or position placement is not correct.
Article 22 - Section 3e - I c
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he CBA (pg. 18)
Language was added to reflect the change in the procedure for the elimination of units that was
agreed upon in the Faculty Senate.
Article 19 Section 3 - Professional Development and Support (pg. 20)
The annual contributions to the IPDA accounts will remain at $1100 for TT, $600 for NTTF, and
$500 for APs. Members hired mid-way through the year will have a prorated amount added to
their IPDA accounts. Members hired at 0.5-0.74 FTE will have 75% of the total amount.
Tentative agreement - Status Quo (pg. 23)
An agreement that status quo would be maintained for monetary levels in Articles 19, 14, 30,
and 31 (IPDA, Faculty Development Grant, Promotion and Tenure, Retirement, and Insurance.
LOA - Task Force on State of Academic Freedom at Portland State University (pg. 24)
A Task Force on the State of Academic Freedom at Portland State University is to be created
that will include representatives from the Association, Faculty Senate, and the Office of
Academic Affairs.

Articles 12 and 24 - Academic Freedom (pg. 25)
A guide detailing resources and support available to members of the university community who
are experiencing harassment or other undo pressure from individuals or groups off campus will
be made.
Article 12 - Language will be added: “The University affirms its continued commitment to the
protection of academic freedom with changes in the political and technological landscape.
Article 24 - Academic Freedom
The aforementioned guide will be referenced in Article 24 section 4.
Research Bridge Funding Pilot Project (pg. 27)
The research bridge funding has been extended for fiscal years 2021 and 2022 for the amount
of $70 000.
TA on Ad Hoc Committee on Student Evaluations (pg. 32)
An Ad Hoc Committee will be tasked to Craft Language on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion for
the University Promotion and Tenure Guidelines and to examine how student evaluations and
course surveys should be used in faculty reviews and promotions.
Article 11 - Release Time (pg. 33)
Minor revisions to how AAUP members are released from their duties to perform bargaining.
Article 17 section 5 and 6 (pg. 36)
Section 5 - APs moving into a new job level with a salary higher than the maximum will retain
their salary. APs moving into a new job level with a salary lower than the minimum will have
their salary raised to meet the minimum.
Section 6 - Beginning July 2022, any AP who has worked at PSU for more than four years will
receive a $1600 salary increase at their next evaluation, if their annual evaluations have been
rated satisfactory or above. AP s will be eligible for pay increases every four years thereafter.
Internal Postings (pg. 38)
Any AP or NTTF laid off before Dec 2021 on the recall list can apply as internal candidates
during the 10-day internal posting of AP positions.
Effects of Implementation of the Accommodations Testing Program (pg. 40)
In response to the University's refocused plan for student accommodation testing procedure,
training will be provided to faculty concerning accommodation testing and proctoring. Reports
will be provided to AAUP that will assess the impact of these changes.
AP Performance Improvement Plan (pg. 50)
The University will provide support and training for supervisors about the AP evaluation process.
If an AP receives a negative evaluation, a written performance improvement plan will be offered
by the supervisor.
Article 25 - Streetcar access (pg. 51)

In response to PSU losing access to free ridership on the Portland Streetcar, it has been agreed
that AAUP members will be offered Streetcar passes at the PSU negotiated discounted rate.
Any member who needs to use the streetcar to commute between work sites can obtain a letter
from their supervisor to get a pass valid for the current academic year.
Article 32 Leaves (pg. 52)
A new article has been created outlining the variety of leaves available to members. Sabbatical
leave has been moved into this article.
LOA for Article 18 Section 2(f) - Transition into new PCAR process (pg. 64)
To transition NTT-CA instructional faculty members from the previous 3-year review cycle to the
new 5-year review cycle it has been agreed that members' next review date will be 5 years after
their last evaluation. Since a pay increase has been linked to a positive PCAR review, members
who received a positive PCAR at the three-year ark will be eligible for the newly negotiated
PCAR salary increase effective September 16, 2022 without the need to undergo another
evaluation.
Supplement to COVID impact MOA Effects of Reopening from Campus Closure revised
provision for return to campus from remote work (pg. 66)
Members returning from remote work to campus before Dec 2021 will receive 3 weeks notice
that they will be required to return. This is in addition to previously negotiated provisions
concerning the return to campus after the pandemic.
Article 18 Section 2f (all of Article 18 is included)- post continuous appointment reviews
(pg. 70)
NTT-CA instructional faculty members will be evaluated on a 5-year cycle. Dossiers will be due
October 1 the year members are eligible.
Remainder of Economic Issues (pg. 85)
Some economic issues have already been ratified to allow for timely implementation (including
COLA). Details of outstanding issues including:
Inversion, Compression & Equity Adjustments salary adjustments to bring salaries closer
to market values,
Salary minimums have been updated.
Tenure-related promotion salary increases will be 8%.
PTR salary increases will be maintained at $4,788.
PCAR salary increases will be $1,900 starting September 2022 that will be effective Sept
2023.
APs reassigned to a higher level within the same job family will receive a pay increase of
$2237 (9 month) or $2723 (12 month).
APs will be eligible for $1600 salary increase every 4 years (see Article 17, 6(b) for
details)
There are no changes to insurance or retirement benefits.

We have agreed to discuss economic details of the contract again after 2 years (which will be
Nov 2021). This will allow discussions to consider the financial situation of the university after
the pandemic.
This contract will expire November 30, 2024.
Covid-19 Retirement Transition Program (pg. 97)
Tenured faculty wishing to retire between July 1, 2021-June 30, 2022 can work at 0.5 FTE while
maintaining full pay, and then would relinquish tenure by June 2022.
Article 24, Section 10 - Remote Work (pg. 99)
A new section to the contract has been added that outlines remote work, how to apply and
some provisions that accompany the university s remote work policy.
Housekeeping (pg. 102)
In this section it is agreed where all items added to or modified in the contract prior to the start
of negotiations are to be placed in the next contract. This will be done again post ratification of
the above agreements to bring all items into the current contract either as contract language or
appended MOA, MOU, or LOA.
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Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
October 14, 2020
Article 24. WORKING CONDITIONS
Section 9. Faculty Workload/Work Distribution
This section addresses workload and work distribution related to Tenure Track and
Non-Tenure Track faculty members. For workload considerations related to Academic
Professionals refer to Article 17, Section 10 of this contract.
Tenure Track and Non-Tenure Track faculty members will not be assigned unreasonable
or excessive workload. Additionally, faculty members are encouraged to balance their
work so as not to overload themselves, and are encouraged to seek assistance from their
Department Chairs (or equivalent) as appropriate. PSU Administration and PSU-AAUP
recognize that the distribution of work may vary across disciplines and academic units
as well as during different stages of a faculty member’s academic career.
If a Tenure Track or Non-Tenure Track faculty member has concerns regarding
workload, they are encouraged to raise their concerns with the relevant supervisor who
shall meet with the employee to discuss the concerns, using the following process:
1. A meeting will take place within a reasonable period (approximately 15 working
days) of faculty member’s request to meet. The meeting will include a discussion
about workload and priorities with a goal of a shared understanding of the
member’s workload and work distribution.
2. The conversation shall be documented in a written statement with any
adjustment to workload and work distribution specifically noted. The supervisor
will create the document, with input from the faculty member. The faculty
member and the department chair may get input about the written document
from the Association and OAA.
3. The written statement may include, among other things, change in work
assignments, reductions or modifications in duties, or explicit recognition that a
member’s specific contribution is valued by the University.
4. Points of agreement and any points of differences will be noted. The written
statement shall be completed within 10 working days of the meeting and signed
by both parties.
5. The written statement may be included in future performance reviews.
If the faculty member or the supervisor continue to have concerns after the written
document is created, the following process will be used:
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1. An ad-hoc committee, composed of the faculty member, the supervisor, OAA, and
the Association shall meet to discuss concerns and seek to agree on a resolution.
This meeting shall take place within a reasonable period of time (approximately
10 working days). If the ad-hoc committee is unable to fully resolve the faculty
member’s concerns, those remaining concerns will be noted.
2. The faculty member and/or supervisor may request that the Dean (or equivalent)
review the written document, including any remaining concerns noted by the adhoc committee, and then participate in a joint conversation/meeting to facilitate
a final resolution.
3. The joint conversation shall happen within approximately 20 working days of the
request by either party.
4. The Dean (or equivalent) shall make a final determination with a written
response detailing their rationale for their decision within 15 working days of the
joint meeting.
In the event of multiple issues arising under this Section from any particular University
unit, the parties agree to discuss such issues in the Labor/Management Committee. The
PSU / AAUP Labor Management Committee will monitor the workloads in that unit for
18 months, or another period based on mutual agreement.
In lieu of the multiple review processes, the parties agree this section of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement is not grievable, except as it may relate to process.
This MOU will become effective upon signature and ratification, and shall be inserted
into the Collective Bargaining Agreement at Article 24.

For the University

For the Association

________________________ ________________________
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Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic Personnel

Leanne Serbulo, Interim Vice President Collective
Bargaining

________________

________________

Date

Date

Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University) and
The Portland State Chapter of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
November 9, 2020
RE:

Modifications to Article 17 Sections 3 and 4

Article 17. ACADEMIC PROFESSIONAL FACULTY
Section 1. Introduction
Portland State University and the American Association of University Professors recognize the important
contributions that Academic Professionals make to the University community. As such, we are
committed to encouraging the professional growth and development of Academic Professionals.
Section 2. Career Development
(a) The University will publish a chart including but not limited to the types of leaves, awards, grants,
and appointments for which academic professionals are eligible.
(b) As described in Article 19 (Professional Development and Support), Academic Professionals are fully
eligible to apply to the Faculty Development Program. The University agrees to communicate with
Academic Professionals at the beginning of each academic year regarding their eligibility to apply.
(c) As employees of Portland State University, Academic Professionals have career development leave
available to them as leave without pay, as provided for in University Standard 580-021-0029. Sabbatical
leave normally applies only to instructional ranks; for other unclassified employees, special permission
for exceptional cases is required.
Section 3. Description of Structure
(a) Structure of the System—Academic Professional positions are organized grouped into the
following job groupings (families) families based upon the job responsibilities involved:
Program Administrator—Levels 1, 2, 3
Advisor/Counselor—Levels 1, 2
Instructional Specialist—Levels 1, 2
Healthcare Professional— Psychologist; Clinical Social Worker; Psychology Resident; Physician;
Dentist
Educational Technology Specialist
Attorney
Academic Services
Administrative Support
Advising and Student Services
Athletics
Communications/Marketing
Executives/Chief Officers
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Facilities/Operations
Field, Research and Outreach Services
Fiscal Services
Healthcare Administration
Human Resources and Organizational Development
Information Technology and Telecommunications
Legal and Compliance
Library
Safety and Security
Within each job grouping, Academic Professional positions are divided into various job levels:
Technical and Administrative Support, - Levels 1, 2, and 3
Individual Contributor -, Levels 1,2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
Any new job family classification and any deletions of a job family or families in the current
classifications will be subject to consideration by the Academic Professional Appeals Advisory
Committee and agreement between the University and the Association.
(b) Levels within families and pay ranges are identified in Article 30 (SALARY) of this Agreement.
Available on the Office of Human Resources’ website are descriptions for the five job groupings (job
families) families and levels along with representative duties and examples of titles.
(c) Changes in Job Family Definitions: Substantial changes in family definitions which result in the
potential for a lower salary range shall require the parties to agree upon the salary range for the
newly revised family definition.
Section 4. Annual Review of Position Description and Requests for Review of a Position’s
Placement
(a) Academic Professional position descriptions will be reviewed annually and if needed, updated as
part of the Academic Professional Evaluation process (See Section 8). If the Academic Professional
and Supervisor believe the position description updates are significant enough to warrant a change
in theto job groupings and/or job levelcareer track and level, they shall make a request for a position
placement review to Human Resources when they update the position description.
(ba)If an Academic Professional’s position changes prior to their next scheduled annual review, the
Supervisors of Academic Professionals should update the position description and may request a
review of a position’s placement in a job grouping family and/or career track and level by submitting
a written request to the Office of Human Resources.
(cb) An Academic Professional may also request a review of theirhis/her job groupingfamily and/or
career track and level in which their his/her position is placed outside of their annual review ccycle.
The Academic Professional shall first meet with theirhis/her supervisor regarding the request for
review. Following this meeting, an Academic Professional may submit a written request for review
of theirhis/her position to the Office of Human Resources. An employee may submit such a request
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twelve (12) months after completion of a previous position placement review or twelve (12) months
after theirhis/her initial hire date. The Office of Human Resources shall complete the position review
within no more than thirty (30) working days from the date the evaluation request is received.
(dc) An Academic Professional may appeal the results of the review of theirhis/her position
placement by submitting a written request to the Office of Human Resources within thirty (30)
working days of the date on which the decision was issued. The Academic Professional shall provide
a copy of such an appeal to theirhis/her supervisor. Should a decision from the above review and
appeal process result in the placement of the position in a job groupingfamily and/or level with a
higher pay range, any resulting salary increase will be effective the first of the month following the
date the initial request [pursuant to Section 4(b)] was received by the Office of Human Resources.
Academic professionals will retain a copy of their initial request to verify this submission.
(ed) Appeal of Position Review Decision.
First Level of Appeal: Appeals can be made to the Associate Vice President for Human Resources on
the basis of job family placement and level placement. The request shall state the basis upon which
the employee is requesting a review. A standing Appeals Advisory Committee to the Associate Vice
President for Human Resources with cross-campus representation will provide input and
recommendations to the appeals. The Appeals Advisory Committee will have at least two Academic
Professional (AP) members who are represented by the Association and two members representing
PSU who are appointed by the Administration. Each party (Association and Administration) shall also
identify an alternate for their committee members. One alternate from each team shall be identified
by each party. APs serving on the committee shall be provided release time or overload to
participate in the committee. The Appeals Advisory Committee will set a standing monthly meeting
time. If no appeals have been filed, the committee will not meet. The Appeals Advisory Committee
shall have access to all prior placement process documentation, including the documentation used
by HR to make the placement decision. The decision on the appeal made by the Associate Vice
President for Human Resources must be communicated in writing to the Academic Professional, to
their Supervisor, and to the Association within thirty (30) working days of the date the appeal was
filed.
. The Association will provide the University with a list of five represented faculty from which the
University will select two to be members of the committee to serve for the term of this Agreement.
The decision on the appeal made by the Associate Vice President for Human Resources shall be
communicated in writing to the Academic Professional, to his/her supervisor, and to the Association
within fifteen (15) working days of the date the appeal was filed.
Second Level of Appeal: If the Academic Professional is dissatisfied with the appeal decision of the
Associate Vice President for Human Resources, theyhe/she may advance the appeal to the Provost,
or other relevant vice president, in writing within fifteen (15) working days from the date on which
the decision was made. The Provost, or other relevant vice president, will provide a written
response within fifteen (15) working days.
(fe) Should a decision from the above review and appeal process result in the placement of the
position in a job groupingfamily and/or level with a lower pay range, the Academic Professional’s
salary will not decrease.
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(gf) Should a decision from the above review and appeal process result in the placement of the
position in a job groupingfamily and/or level with a higher pay range, any resulting salary increase
will be effective on the first of the month following the date the initial written request was received
by the Office of Human Resources [based on the date the request was filed according to Section
4(b)]. In no case shall an Academic Professional be paid below the minimum of the new job grouping
( family) and/or career track and level to which his/hertheir position is assigned.
(hg) Placement decisions are not grievable and are not subject to Article 28 (RESOLUTION OF
DISPUTES). Grievances may be filed based on violations of proper process as specified in Section 4 of
this article.

Section 8. Academic Professional Evaluations
(a) All Academic Professionals shall have annual performance reviews (evaluations). The
performance review year will be the preceding 12 months. The Performance Evaluation Form s for
Academic Professionals must be completed using Form xxxx. A calendar for the performance
evaluation cycle shall be established and published at the same time as the promotion and tenure
review cycle. Academic Professionals on one-year appointments shall be reviewed annually.
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(c) Performance evaluations should promote the effectiveness of Academic Professionals by:
Articulating the types of contributions that will lead to greater professional growth,
recognition, and rewards;
Recognizing relevant talents, capabilities, and achievements;
Identifying job performances that were below expectations that shall be addressed during
the next evaluation period.
(d) Performance evaluations shall document in writing consideration of:
Job performance relative to established criteria during the evaluation period;
Professional development and future expectations.
The Provost, or other relevant vice president, vice provost, or dean of each division, school, or
college is responsible for an annual evaluation of all Academic Professionals employed within their
his/her unit. The evaluation shall be conducted according to the guidelines established by the
University. The guidelines shall be available on the Office of Human Resources website. The
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University will seek input from Academic Professionals and the Association if substantial changes are
contemplated.
( e) The Supervisor and Academic Professional will review the Academic Professional’s position
description and update it, if needed, as part of the performance review process. The Supervisor and
Academic Professional may request a position placement review from Human Resources using the
process outlined in Section 4.

Tentative Agreement, subject to ratification of the parties as part of the ratification of the successor
agreement:
For the University

For the Association

________________________

________________________

Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic Personnel

Leanne Serbulo, Interim Vice President Collective Bargaining

________________

________________

Date

Date
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Memorandum of Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
November 17, 2020
Subject:

Modification of Article 22 to incorporate the Faculty Senate procedure
“Elimination of Academic Units’

Recitals
The Portland State University Faculty Senate approved the procedure Elimination of Units on
May 4, 2020. The Provost concurred with the creation of the procedure on May 5, 2020.
Agreement
To incorporate this procedure in the Collective Bargaining Agreement, the parties agree to the
following addition to Article 22, Section 3 (e):

21
22
23
24
25
26
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28

(e) In reaching a decision whether to declare a condition of financial exigency or a condition
requiring departmental reduction or elimination, the President will consider, among other
matters, institutional guidelines concerning the mission and educational development of the
institution; departmental effectiveness and productivity; enrollment historical, current and
projected; the state of development of departments; the balance between academic
personnel and other elements of the budget; the dependence of other departments in the
University on the department proposed for reduction or elimination; and the availability of
similar programs and services elsewhere in the community.
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Prior to making a decision on a condition requiring unit reduction or elimination, the
President will also consider:

31
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a. the proposal and documentation required by the PSU Faculty Senate in the
procedure for “Elimination of Academic Units,” approved by on 05-04-20 (Provost
concurred on 05-11-20); and
b. PSU-AAUP's response to the proposal; and
c. The Office of Academic Affairs’ (OAA) response to the proposal.
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This revision will be effective upon signature and ratification of the PSU-AAUP membership. It
will be presented for ratification with the successor agreement. The changes above will be made
in the successor agreement during final housekeeping.
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For the University

For the Association

________________________ ________________________
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Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic Personnel

Leanne Serbulo, Interim Vice President Collective
Bargaining

________________

________________

Date

Date
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Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
November 18, 2020

Subject: Modifications to Article 19, Section 3
The Parties agree to change Article 19 Section 3 to the following. This change includes changes made
to the Section in 2017 02Feb24 MOU IPDAs new employees EXECUTED.
Article 19. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT
Section 3. Individual Professional Development Account (IPDA) Program.

(a) The University and the Association support continuing professional development for members

in teaching, scholarship, service and other job-related professional development opportunities.
Members are encouraged to participate in activities that enhance their professional
development. To that end, Individual Professional Development Accounts (IPDAs) shall be
maintained and funded as provided in this Section.

(b) By September 30 of the fiscal year, each IPDA will be credited (prorated by FTE) as follows:
Tenure-Related Faculty
Non-Tenure Track Faculty
Academic Professionals

$1100
$600
$500

Annual amounts credited to the IPDA for continuing employees will be available
for use on July 1 of each fiscal year. Members can receive reimbursement for funds
spent between July 1 and September 30.
(c) An IPDA will be created for newly employed members upon hire. If continued
employment is conditioned upon completion of a trial service period provided for
by Art. 17, Section 5, the academic professional will not be able to access their IPDA
funds until they have successfully completed their trial service. If employment is
not conditioned on the completion of a trial service period, the employee will have
access to their IPDA funds from the date of hire.

(d) The amount credited to an IPDA for a newly employed member will be prorated

according to the number of full calendar months remaining in the fiscal year from
their date of hire. Nine-month members hired on September 16 of the academic
year will be credited with the full year’s IPDA.

(e) The amount credited to an IPDA for a member who is less than 1.0 FTE will be

prorated based on the member’s FTE that corresponds to the FTE in their
appointment letter and the variable appointment FTE thresholds shown below.
However, an approved sabbatical leave will not result in proration of the IPDA
credit.
(1) For members on variable FTE appointments, the IPDA will be prorated as
follows:
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At the end of each fiscal year in which IPDA funds have reverted to a college, school or other unit, all
provide a report to the Office of Academic Affairs and the Association regarding the reverted funds and
the use of such funds.

32

END OF SECTION

33
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.5-.74 FTE—75% of IPDA amount
.75 or above FTE—100% of IPDA amount
(2) If the variable appointment letter specifies the FTE is between 0.5 to 1.0 FTE,
then 0.75 FTE will be used to calculate the member’s IPDA amount. If the
actual FTE the member worked over the course of the year is less than .75,
their IPDA allotment for the subsequent year will be reduced to 75% of their
award. If the member leaves the University, they will not be charged for any
IPDA funds spent in excess of their actual FTE.
(f) A member may utilize funds in an IPDA for activities that support the job-related professional
development of the member. The use of IPDA funds is subject to the pre-approval of the
member’s supervisor and to all applicable University policies and procedures regarding the
appropriate use and documentation of University expenditures. Examples of such use could
include, but are not limited to, travel for the presentation of scholarly work, conference fees and
travel, professional organization fees, professional licensure or certification requirements,
acquisition of specialized equipment (such as laboratory or art supplies), tuition and/or fees,
subscriptions and books, submission fees, and relevant training and continuing education
opportunities.

(g) Unused funds in an IPDA shall automatically roll over at the end of each year for four years.

Funds not used after four years may roll over for a longer period of time, upon good cause
shown and upon request of the member and approval of the Dean or their designee. Funds
unused after four years or remaining in a member’s account upon termination of employment
shall revert to an account within the relevant college, school or other University unit and be
used by the Dean for other professional development-related purposes. A member who
transfers within the University to another position in the bargaining unit will not lose access to
accumulated IPDA funds as a result of the transfer.

Upon execution and ratification of this document with the successor agreement it will
replace current contract language in Article 19 Section 3.
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For the University

For the Association

___________________ ___________________

2

Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Administration

Leanne Serbulo, Interim VP of Collective Bargaining

________________

________________

Date

Date
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Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
November 18, 2020
Subject Articles that will maintain monetary status quo in the final version of the parties
Collective Bargaining Agreement
Recitals
During successor bargaining, the parties agreed that the monetary levels in the articles
identified below, would be retained as is.
Agreement
Monetary levels in the following articles will be maintained in the following articles:
1.

Article 19 - Professional Development and Support Faculty Development Grant

2. Article 14 – (TT/NTTF) Promotion and Tenure
3. Article 30 – Retirement Language
4. Article 31 - Insurance

This MOA will become effective upon signature and ratification of the successor agreement, and
will be incorporated in the successor agreement during the compilation of language within the
‘housekeeping’ process.

For the University

For the Association

________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Personnel & Leadership Development

________________________
Leanne Serbulo, Interim Vice President
Collective Bargaining

________________
Date

________________
Date

Recitals

Agreement
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Tentative Agreement of
Letter of Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
January 21, 2021 (Revised)
Subject: Research Bridge Funding Pilot Project
The University and the Association share interests in stability for employees, retaining high
quality research faculty and staff, and maintaining productive research programs. Tenure-related
and non-tenure track research faculty occasionally experience breaks in external funding, which
can result in loss of employment to personnel critical to the continuation of their research
programs and the University. Access to short-term bridge funding assists such faculty members
in maintaining adequate levels of staffing so they can work to secure new funding and thus
maintain their research program .
The University will establish a Research Bridge Fund of $70,000 each year for fiscal years
2021 and 2022. Monies remaining from the balance of the Faculty Travel Awards Account will
be used to cover the costs of the bridge funding. These funds are to be used, at the discretion of
the Vice President of Research and Graduate Studies, to support continued employment of nontenure track research faculty and staff who would be terminated or experience a significant loss
of FTE without such funding. If all of the monies in the Research Bridge Fund are not spent at
the end of fiscal year 2021, these monies may carry over to fund the allocation for fiscal year
2022.
The Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies will provide faculty the opportunity to
apply to the program each quarter using the criteria previously established in collaboration with
the Research Bridge Fund Advisory Committee as part of the extension of the pilot program. The
Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies retains the right to alter the administration of
the program as long as the focus and intent of the program does not change. Prior to any changes
to the program that change eligibility or accessibility criteria, the VP-RGS will meet and discuss
those proposed changes with PSU-AAUP and will allow PSU-AAUP to provide feedback about
the proposed changes. PSU-AAUP will be informed of any alteration of the program.
At the end of fiscal year 2022, the Office of Research and Graduate Studies will prepare a report
regarding use and operation of the Research Bridge Fund and shall provide the report to the
Association.
This Letter of Agreement will become effective upon signature and ratification and shall be
attached to the contract.
Program Description
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PSU Research Bridge Funding Program
What are bridge funds?
Bridge funds are available on a competitive basis from the Office of Research and Graduate
Studies to provide temporary salary and fringe benefit support to non-tenure-related employees
critical to sustaining research programs and sponsored activities in instances where an external
research grant or funding source has expired, where a hiatus in funding would jeopardize the
research, and where renewal of funding is expected in the near future. The funds are for onetime-time support only in cases where the Principal Investigator (PI) has experienced a
significant reduction in extramural funding.
Note: The Bridge Funding Program is not intended as for 'pilot' or 'seed' funding.
Eligibility
A PI is eligible to apply for Bridge Funding, provided they:
a) Have lost, or will lose most of their extramural funding within six months of the Bridge
application deadline and will not have sufficient other funds available to sustain the
work;
b) Has a record of accomplishment as first-author or senior author on publications;
c) Has made substantial and documented efforts to re-establish funding, and in the opinion
of the Dean or Dean-equivalent is likely to be funded again in the next 6 months.
Notes: A funding reduction or shortfall is insufficient by itself to establish eligibility. The Vice
President for Research and Graduate Studies may make exceptions to eligibility under unusual
circumstances.
Considerations:
Funding is competitive, and not all applications may be funded.
Consideration will be given to need, assessment by the Dean or Dean-equivalent, and the
strength of the overall research program.
Because a primary objective is to keep experienced research teams together, priority will
be given when project staffing will be lost without a temporary infusion of funds.
Funding of awards will be made in consultation with academic Deans.
Individual grants cannot exceed $25,000 per year.
Funding will be available for grantees for a maximum of 1 year or until the grantee reestablishes funding from other sources, whichever comes first.
A financial commitment for support by the college or the department is not required, but
will strengthen an application.
When extramural funding is re-established, all unspent funds must be returned to the
Bridge Funding Program to assist other investigators.
A PI receiving a Bridge Funding award in one year will not be eligible to reapply for at
least two years from the initial/last award.
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Any requests for exceptions to eligibility or other elements of this policy must be made in
writing, and may be granted by the Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies.
Bridge Funds cannot be used for:
Salary for tenure-related faculty
Travel
To cover budget overdrafts
Graduate Student tuition
Administrative costs
Cycle
Applications are considered four times per year. They must be received by 5:00 pm on October
30, January 30, April 30, or July 30. If the deadline falls on a weekend or holiday, applications
will be accepted on the next business day.
To Apply and Process:
1. See attached instructions.
2. Submit all forms and documents to your SPA team. The SPA team will review the
application, provide relevant budgetary information and context, and submit the
information to the faculty member’s Dean for review.
3. The Dean will forward their recommendation to the Associate Vice President for
Research (AVPR) in The Office of Research and Graduate Studies for consideration.
4. The AVPR will make the final decision in consultation with the Dean and Vice President
for Research and Graduate Studies.
5. Applicants will be notified of decisions within 30 days of receipt of the complete Bridge
Funding request.
6. There is no appeal process.
Return on Investment and Assessment
Recipients of Bridge Funding are expected to resubmit their grant or contract applications
promptly and aggressively seek other extramural sources of support.
Recipients of Bridge Funding are required, 30 days from the end of the Bridge Funding period,
to provide the following information: final accounting of expenditures from the Bridge Funding
Program and matching fund sources, a summary of the research that was carried out during the
funding period, any publications that resulted, and any grants that were awarded or are pending.
The reports will measure the success of this program and inform program effectiveness.
The Office of Research and Graduate Studies will issue a report each September to the Academic
Leadership Team (ALT) and to AAUP on the awards made and outcomes.
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Portland State University
Research Bridge Funding Application Instructions
FOR FACULTY REQUESTING FUNDS
Your submitted application should include the following six required sections in the order
listed:
1. Bridge award eligibility statement - Please provide one of the eligibility statements below
(whichever applies to you) to affirm that you are eligible for a bridge award. If neither
applies to you but you believe you are eligible, please contact the Office of Research and
Graduate Studies (research@pdx.edu) to request a waiver.
Eligibility statements:
I will not have more than $30,000 funding from any source for carrying out any
research in my laboratory (either as PI or as a co-investigator on another PI's
grant) by 6 months after the due date for this application [example: I am applying
Dec 1 and I have a grant expiring May 15. I am eligible.]
I am an NTTF Research Faculty and will not have funding for more than 50% of
my salary from any source by 6 months after the due date for this application
[example: I am applying Dec 1 and by May 15 I am losing my main grant so my
salary will drop to 40%. I am eligible.]
2. Curriculum vitae.
3. Current and Pending Support Documentation for the past 5 years with dollar amounts and
funding periods listed for each grant.
4. Demonstration of attempts to obtain funding (e.g. abstracts of submitted grants, panel
summaries, priority scores or other evaluations and comments; do not send complete
grant applications). This should include pending research grants with anticipated award
date and amount.
5. Description of proposed research (maximum of 3 pages including the bibliography).
6. Budget and Budget Justification, including the money requested through the Bridge
Funding Program and any matching funds provided by your department or dean.
7. Statement of how this funding will increase chances of future funding.
Deadlines: October 30, January 30, April 30, or July 30.
Submit all application materials as one PDF file to your respective SPA team. Contact
spa@pdx.edu if you have submission questions.
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For the University

For the Association

_____________________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Administration

_____________________________________
Theresa McCormick, Vice President
Collective Bargaining

________________
Date

________________
Date

Tentative Agreement for a
Letter of Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
January 21, 2021
The Association and the University agree to jointly recommend that the Ad-Hoc Committee to
Craft Language on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion for the University Promotion and Tenure
Guidelines examine how student evaluations and course surveys should be used in faculty
reviews and promotions. The parties recommend that the Ad-Hoc Committee survey the
literature on student evaluations to understand the potential bias in these instruments, explore the
best practices for evaluating teaching in higher education, and make recommendations for
changes to the use of student evaluations in the University Promotion and Tenure Guidelines.

For the University

For the Association

____________________________________

____________________________________

Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Administration

Theresa McCormick, Vice President for Collective
Bargaining

________________
Date

________________
Date

Article 11. RELEASED TIME
Section 1. Released Time for Contract Negotiations
Up to seven (7) members whom the Association designates may be released from duties not directly
related to teaching and scholarly endeavor for the academic years within this Agreement for the
purpose of preparing for and participating in the negotiation of a successor Agreement, re-opened
Agreement, or expedited bargaining, as provided in this Article.
For instructional faculty members, time served preparing for and participating in the negotiation of a
successor Agreement may replace other service obligations to the University.
For non-instructional members of the Association, members will be provided with released time
sufficient to permit the member to prepare for and participate in the negotiations. Participation in
bargaining shall include the scheduled bargaining sessions, team caucus meetings, preparation time
to bargain, and time to do research and analysis for bargaining.
Section 2. Released Time for Other Association Services
Up to three (3) members whom the Association designates may be released from one-third (1/3) of
their regular job duties for the performance of Association duties.
One (1) member shall be released from job duties pursuant to this Section without reimbursement
to the University. For additional members released pursuant to this Section, the Association shall
reimburse the University for the actual cost to the University of replacing the released time in a
manner which shall be negotiated by the Association and University in consultation with the
member’s Department Chair. The member’s Department Chair is responsible for determining the
nature of the job duties from which the member will be excused.
Section 3. Course Releases and Overloads
In order to facilitate the ability of members to perform Association duties for bargaining or other
Association duties as provided in Sections 1 and 2 above, up to eleven (11) course releases (or the
approximate equivalent for academic professionals and non-instructional members – see below)
shall be available to Association members per academic term (not including Summer Term). The

first, third, and fifth course releases provided during an academic term shall be provided without
reimbursement to the University. The Association shall reimburse the University for the second,
fourth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, andtenth and eleventh course releases provided during an
academic term at the adjunct instructor rate per credit hour for instructional members. Association
members shall be limited to one course release per academic term, except during reopener and
successor bargaining when more than one course release per term can be made available to
members.
The University shall make best efforts to provide a release from work to non-instructional members
that is equivalent to the release from work provided to instructional members on a case-by-case
basis. When release time is provided and if the non-instructional member is replaced, it will be
reimbursed at actual replacement costs. If a release from work cannot be effectuated, then
equivalent for non-instructional members will be in the form of overloads. Overloads will be
provided to non-instructional members at 0.10 FTE of their annual salary rate per academic term to
participate in bargaining activities for up to 156 hours. The OPE on all overload wage agreements
shall be paid by the University. Overload payment for Association duties shall be limited to three
members per team.
If release time is necessary for bargaining during Summer Term, the parties agree to meet and
discuss how to address the need.
Release Time shall be provided to twelve-month members who need to be released to perform
Association duties other than bargaining during summer term in accordance with paragraphs 1, 2,
and 3 of Section 3, above.
Section 4. Scheduling of Released Time
The Association shall notify the University at least thirty (30) days prior to the beginning of an
academic term in which a released time assignment will begin. Said notification shall include the
name of the member to receive the released time assignment and the purpose of the released time.
The thirty- (30) day notification period may be waived by mutual agreement of the parties. The
University will generate all non-instructional overload wage agreements in a timely manner.
The activities performed on behalf of members of the unit by those permitted released time under
this Article shall be credited as service to the University.
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Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 1, 2021
Subject:

Article 17: Section 5 & 6 Modifications- AP Advancement

Article 17

Academic Professionals

Section 5. Academic Professional Appointments and Compensation

f.

Salary ranges for Academic Professional job levels are included in Article 30 (SALARY).
1. If an Academic Professional's current salary falls above the maximum of the pay range
to which their position is assigned, the salary will not be reduced. If a position is
reassigned to a new level, the Academic Professional's salary and FTE will not be
reduced.
1.2.
If an Academic Professional’s current position is reassigned to a higher level
within the same job grouping, the Academic Professional’s salary will be increased as
referenced in Article 30 (SALARY).

Section 6. Salary Range Structure Movement and Advancement within Job Levels
Changes in the minimum and maximum of the salary ranges for each job grouping and
level shall be determined by those increases designated in Article 30 (SALARY), Section
3 (Salary Adjustments).
b. Academic Professional Advancement within a Job Level: Academic professionals will be
given regular opportunities for salary progression within their job grouping/level up to the
maximum salary within that range.
i. Academic Professionals who have worked at Portland State University in an
Academic Professional position for at least four years at the time of their
annual evaluation will be eligible for a salary increase.
ii. If the Academic Professional’s aggregate evaluations are rated satisfactory
or above for that four-year period, they will receive the salary increase.
iii. The salary increase will be added to the base salary beginning in the July
that follows the evaluation.
iv. Thereafter, Academic Professionals will be eligible for recurring salary
increases every four years upon meeting the requirements in subsection (i)
and (ii), until the maximum salary for job grouping/level is reached.
v. Salary adjustments will begin in July, 2022. The salary adjustment amount is
listed in Article 30 Section 4 (d) (Salary Adjustments).
b. An Academic Professional who obtains a salary increase under this Section will
also be eligible for a Cost of Living Adjustment in the same calendar year.
a.
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a.c.Criteria listed in subsection (b) of this article will not be used by the University to
prohibit an Academic Professional from obtaining a Cost of Living Adjustment, as
referenced in Article 30, Section 4.

For the University

For the Association

________________________

________________________

Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic Personnel

Theresa McCormick, Vice President Collective Bargaining

________________

________________

Date
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Memorandum of Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 14, 2021
Subject: Application during 10-day internal posting
Recitals:
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the University’s work force due to additional
family and external pressures and changes in work place needs and operations and the University
desires to provide additional opportunities for employees who may be affected by layoff to have an
expanded opportunity to compete for vacant Academic Professional positions as they may come open
from time-to-time by permitting them to apply as an internal candidate during the period of time they are
on a recall list.
Agreement:
1. Academic Professionals who are on lay off status, and who have requested to be placed on the
recall list prior to December 2021, will be allowed to apply for any open AP position in the same
manner as Internal Candidates.
2. Those AP’s on the recall list will retain this right for 1 year from the date of the notice of layoff as
long as they are on the established recall list.
3. AP’s who are offered a position, and decline, will be removed from the recall list.
4. This agreement is not intended to be precedential nor is it intended to guarantee any right to the
AP or obligation of the employer, except as defined above.
5. The parties further agree that those NTTF who are given lay-off notice, as long as they are on the
established recall list, may also apply for any open AP positions during the 10-day internal
posting.
6. NTTF who are offered and accept an AP Position will remain on the NTTF recall list, however any
time spent in an AP position will not be counted towards promotion in their NTTF position, or
credited toward their PCAR review, should they return to that or another NTTF position.
7. In the event the NTTF is recalled to their NTTF position they will be reinstated at the same rank
and appointment they held at the time of layoff.
This agreement shall be effective upon signature, of the parties and ratification of the PSU-AAUP
Membership, and shall remain in effect until all AP’s on the recall list, prior to December 2021 have either
been recalled, taken another job, or 1 year from date of layoff has passed for APs and after 3 years for
NTTF.

For the University

For the Association

____________________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Administration

___________________________________
Theresa McCormick, Vice President for Collective
Bargaining

MOA
Recall List internal candidate
April 14, 2021
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For the University

For the Association

________________
Date

________________
Date
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Memorandum of Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 14, 2021
Subject: Effects Implementation Accommodations Testing Plan
Recitals
The University has refocused the plan for student accommodation testing procedures to
commence when the University returns to campus. The implementation of this refocused plan
will begin in Fall 2021. The parties acknowledge that the Provosts message on Accommodation
Testing was a revision to the approach of student testing accommodations and not a change in
requirements. 1
Previously, Student Health and Counseling voluntarily provided space and staff to proctor
exams. The need for testing accommodations has outgrown the space and staffing for SHAC to
assist in this endeavor. In 2018 a decision was made to transfer oversight of the Testing Center
to another Department. A work group was created to determine the best way to implement this
decision and the resulting undertakings. Some students would be directed to the testing center
based on more extensive accommodations, while students with less extensive accommodations
would be directed to their faculty for testing accommodation’s.
Agreement
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

The parties acknowledge that if faculty members are able to design exams accessibly,
accommodations may not be needed.
The parties acknowledge that faculty members are responsible for ensuring that testing
accommodations are provided to comply with the accommodations determined by the
Disability Resource Center (DRC).
The Learning Center is the unit on campus that is tasked with coordinating much of the
third-party proctoring support available to faculty.
The parties acknowledge that there is currently no comparative data (identified in the list
below) nor has data as noted below been collected.
The parties agree to monitor the process, through the Labor Management Committee, to
determine the impact, if any, on the accommodation testing process, the participants and
faculty.

Reporting
Once the testing accommodations have been implemented, the University will provide AAUP
with a report that includes the following:

1) Number of requests by faculty for a secure proctor
2) Number of times a secure proctor was not available and why
3) Number of students assigned to or using Pathway A and Pathway B

1 Provosts Message Attached
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4) Number of Faculty who attended training on the current PSU platform to proctor exams
or receive training and/or assistance to implement Universal Design assessment methods.
5) Summaries of each complaint received by the DRC or the Office of Equity and
Compliance from a student where the student complains that there was a failure to
provide approved testing accommodations (summaries shall be de-identified so as not to
provide FERPA-protected or other non-public information about a student).
6) Further, the summaries will identify which academic department offered the course
where the student contends, they did not receive an approved testing accommodation if
this can be provided without disclosing FERPA-protected or other private information
about a student.
7) The University will provide the report to AAUP within four weeks after the end of each
academic term and will be sent to the parties in accordance with the CBA at Article 39.
8) The University will provide AAUP with six (6) reports, however, the AAUP may notify
the University at any time that it does not require to receive further reports mutually
agree to end this agreement early.
Training
1. The University will offer yearly training to assist faculty members on accommodation
testing. Participation in the training will be voluntary.
2. Training may include at least 2 options in which members can sign up to take the
training.
3. This training shall include the principles of Universal Design assessment methods
(Option 1) and how to use the current PSU Platform to proctor exams (Option 2). The
University will send notice of each training opportunity to all instructional faculty
members in the AAUP Bargaining Unit via their PSU email address.
4. New mid-year hires shall be afforded the opportunity to receive the training before the
end of their first academic year.
The parties agree that either party may request to meet and collaborate on the mitigation of
potential impacts of the accommodation testing plan. This collaboration will be on based on
information provided in the reports from #1.
This MOA will become effective upon signature and ratification and will be placed as an
Appendix in the CBA and will expire with the Collective Bargaining Agreement.

For the University

For the Association

_____________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Personnel & Leadership Development

_____________________________
Theresa McCormick, Vice President
Collective Bargaining

________________
Date

________________
Date

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Office of Academic Affairs <oaarecep@pdx.edu>
Date: Mon, Jun 15, 2020 at 8:55 PM
Subject: Revised Approach to Accommodations for Testing
To: <fritzc@pdx.edu>

Revised Approach to
Accommodations for Testing

Colleagues,
The Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act (ADAAA) and Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 require the University to provide
testing accommodations to all students with disabilities. Since 2013, the
Disability Resource Center (DRC) has experienced a 120% increase in the
number of students served. Currently, more than 2,100 current students
have received accommodations through the DRC and 72% of those (nearly
1600 students) had access to testing accommodations.

The current Testing Center space (managed by Student Health and
Counseling - SHAC), staffing, and structure provided for proctoring exams
of students with disabilities have grown inadequate to meet our increasing
needs, and it is becoming more difficult to ensure that students’ testing
accommodations are provided. At the end of fall term 2019, a decision was
made to transition oversight of the Testing Center to another department,
and a workgroup was formed thereafter to draft a plan for implementation.

The Implementation Plan
The workgroup identified a stratified proctoring model that divides students
into two groups based on the testing accommodations for which they are
found to be eligible in their initial appointment with the DRC. A limited
number of students who have more extensive accommodations are then
directed to the Testing Center for the majority of their proctoring needs. All
other students receiving testing accommodations are directed to their
faculty to identify appropriate options that would work best for the students.
The complete plan for providing accommodated testing is outlined on the
Learning Center’s Testing Center webpage. This model will provide
faculty with more options for test proctoring and will help to ensure that all
students who wish to receive their testing accommodations have the ability
to do so.
The Learning Center’s Key Role
Following the presentation of the implementation plan, the Learning Center
was identified as the unit best positioned to take on the oversight of the
Testing Center’s physical space and other options for providing testing
accommodations. Under the direction of Interim Director Dr. Shoshana
Zeisman-Pereyo, the Learning Center will oversee accommodated test
proctoring starting in summer term 2020. I am grateful to Dr. ZeismanPereyo for agreeing to provide continued leadership for the Learning Center
and these expanded activities.

COVID-19, Universal Design for Learning, and Assessment
Methods
The dramatic shift to remote education due to the effort to curtail the spread
of COVID-19 has compelled our university faculty to design assessment
more inclusively, to move exams into D2L, and to provide students with
alternative assessment methods (like presentations, papers, and more) as
appropriate. This type of curriculum design is called Universal Design for
Learning (UDL), and it provides the opportunity to meet the needs of more
of our students (with and without disabilities alike). I hope that faculty will
continue to consider ways in which UDL can be implemented in all courses
to address Persistence, Academic Success, and Student Experience—
three of the four pillars or focus areas within the PSU Student’s First effort.
For more information on Universal Design for Learning here at Portland
State, please visit the Office of Academic Innovation (OAI) website.

A Note About Make-Up Exams
The Learning Center has also been asked to work on a plan to support
faculty and students who need options for taking proctored make-up exams.
We will provide more information on make-up exams once that has been
developed.
Again, to learn more about the plan for providing accommodated testing
options to students with disabilities, visit the Learning Center’s Testing
Center webpage.
If you have questions or need more information, please contact Shoshana
Zeisman-Pereyo, Interim Director of the Learning Center, at
zeisman@pdx.edu.
Sincerely,
Susan Jeffords, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Student Affairs

www.pdx.edu/academic-affairs | oaarecep@pdx.edu
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Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 14, 2021
Subject:

AP Performance Improvement Plan

Recital:

10
11
12
13
14

During negotiations over AP advancement, the parties noted that there is inconsistency in how negative
AP evaluations are dealt with across different units. The University and Association agreed to have
further discussions about this issue after the contract was completed. The parties understand that
management has the right to determine the criteria for evaluation, but the evaluation process and the
impacts of a negative evaluation are mandatory subjects of bargaining.

15

Agreement:

16
17
18

The University will provide support and training for supervisors about the AP evaluation process. If an
employee receives a negative evaluation, a written performance improvement plan will be offered by the
supervisor.

19
20

This agreement is effective upon signature and ratification of the AAUP Membership. We’ll figure out
where to put it in housekeeping #2.
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For the University

For the Association

____________________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Administration

____________________________________
Theresa McCormick, Interim VP of Collective
Bargaining

________________

________________

Date

Date
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Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 14, 2021

Subject:

Modifications to Article 25 for Portland Streetcar

The parties agree to open and add the following to Article 25- Parking:
Section 4. Portland Streetcar
a) Effective July 1, 2021 members may purchase a Streetcar-only transit pass at PSU
Transportation and Parking Services at the discounted rate provided to PSU. and have
the cost deducted from their paycheck.
b) Members may discontinue their streetcar only transit pass at any time by returning the
pass to PSU Transportation and Parking Services.
Section 5. Transit between worksites
a) The University shall provide members who require access to the Portland Streetcar to
transit between worksites a Streetcar-only transit pass at the University’s expense.
b) To obtain the pass, the member shall bring a letter from their supervisor explaining their
need for the transit pass to PSU Transportation and Parking Services.
c) The Streetcar-only transit pass shall be valid until the end of the current academic year.
d) A new letter acknowledging the need for the transit pass shall be submitted each
academic year.
e) The University shall create an online process for members to obtain a Streetcar-only
transit pass for transit between worksites by December 31, 2021.
PSU-AAUP will be notified of the details of the street-car contract and any changes that may be
made.
This agreement will become effective upon signature and ratification of the PSU-AAUP
Membership and will be placed in Article 25 of the parties Agreement.
For the University

For the Association

________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Personnel

________________________
Theresa McCormick, Vice President
Collective Bargaining

________________
Date

________________
Date
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Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 14, 2021
Subject: Modification of Article 32 into the Leaves article
Article 32: LEAVES
Extended Contractual Leave:
Section 1: Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) & Oregon Family Leave Act (OFLA)
Section 2: Jury Duty Leave
Section 3: Court Appearance
Section 4: Military Leave
Section 5: Personal/Discretionary Leave
Section 6: Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault, Assault, Stalking, or Harassment
Section 7: Sabbatical Leave
Section 8: Career Development Leave [Academic Professionals]
Section 9: Workers Compensation
Accrued & Paid Leaves:
Section 10: Sick Leave
Section 11: Vacation Leave
Section 12: Holidays
Section 13: Disability Insurance - Short Term & Long Term
Section 14: Donated Sick Leave Bank
Accommodations:
Section 15: Disability
Section 16: Religious
HR will ensure, as reasonably possible, that accurate and complete information about the
leaves allotment under these laws will be up to date on the HR website.
SECTION 1. FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT (FMLA)/OREGON FAMILY LEAVE ACT
(OFLA)
PSU recognizes that the concept of "family" means different things to different people and plays
out in a myriad of ways in the normal course of a person's life. Family and medical leave is
available to all members of the association who qualify under state and federal laws.
a) The University will abide by State and Federal statutes concerning family/medical leave.
Unless specified by this Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA), employee eligibility and
scope of leave will be determined by the criteria set forth in the state and federal laws.
b) To be eligible for FMLA, an employee must have worked for at least 12 months and
have worked at least 1250 hours during the 12 months prior to the start of the FMLA
leave. To be eligible for leave designated as OFLA, an employee must have worked for
at least 180 days for a minimum of 25 hours a week prior to the beginning of the leave.
For OFLA parental leave, the minimum hours are not required.
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c) Eligible employees will be eligible for 12 weeks of protected leave for FMLA/OFLA
qualifying circumstances. In some instances, an eligible employee may be entitled to
more than 12 weeks if their FMLA/OFLA do not run concurrently or if leave is designated
only as OFLA leave.
d) Employees are required to use sick leave and may use other forms of paid leave to
which they are entitled under law or under the collective bargaining agreement, and/or
the Donated Sick Leave Bank (DSLB). However, an employee who is on approved
FMLA/OFLA leave and is receiving short- or long-term disability benefits may but will not
be required to use or exhaust sick leave.
e) During the period of FMLA and/or OFLA leave, the Employer’s and the Employee’s
insurance contribution and retirement plan elections remain intact.
f) Leave reasons that qualify under the FMLA/OFLA programs include:
i.
Parental leave upon the birth, adoption, or foster placement of a child
ii.
Leave to care for a bargaining unit member’s own serious health condition.
iii.
Leave to care for a family member, as defined under FMLA and OFLA, with a
serious health condition.
iv.
Pregnancy disability leave— Leave taken by an employee for an incapacity
due to pregnancy or childbirth, occurring before or after the birth of the child,
or for prenatal care.
v.
Sick child leave (OFLA only)—leave to care for your child with an illness or
injury that requires home care but is not serious.
vi.
Military Caregiver Leave
vii.
Military Exigency Leave
viii.
Bereavement leave-Leave after the death of a family member
g) HR will ensure, as reasonably possible, that accurate and complete information about
the leaves allotment under these laws will be up to date on the HR website.
h) Further, the bargaining unit member shall give written notice to Human Resources as
soon as possible and/or at least thirty (30) days prior to leave; exceptions are recognized
as per statute. The notice shall include the date the leave begins and expected ending
date, and the current and future bargaining unit member responsibilities affected. Human
Resources will notify the member’s direct supervisor regarding the leave. Human
Resources will notify the bargaining unit member and supervisor within five (5) business
days after the request or designation is made.
i) From time to time, a faculty member who holds a tenure-track appointment may qualify
to take advantage of the provisions of the FMLA and/or OFLA. Time granted for family or
medical leave shall not be considered continual service to the University for purpose of
promotion and tenure.
j) A faculty member who wishes to extend the probationary period for promotion and
tenure must obtain written certification of eligibility for family or medical leave from the
University benefits officer.
k) At the request of faculty member eligible for family or medical leave, the University will
consider entering into a special agreement to extend the probationary period for up to
one year before mandatory consideration for indefinite tenure is given.
l) Employees who wish to take leave to take care of a partner or sibling who has a serious
health condition, and who otherwise would not be eligible for FMLA or OFLA leave due
to the limited definition of "family member," will be entitled to take 12 weeks of protected
leave under this contract. A person taking leave under this article will continue to have
all benefits to the extent possible under PEBB and relevant OARs and all job
protections, the same as which is provided under FMLA and OFLA leave. Members
taking leave under this provision will have priority access to the DSLB once their accrued
paid leave is exhausted.
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m) Bereavement Leave
i.
Bargaining unit members will be eligible for two weeks bereavement leave upon
the death of a loved one as soon as employment begins. When possible, leave
will be designated as OFLA bereavement leave.
ii.
When bereavement leave is approved but is not designated as protected OFLA
leave, the employee retains the same job protections and benefits as provided
under OFLA. If necessary, an employee may request to use additional leave
and/or use their PSU Bereavement leave outside the 60-day window up to 1 year
from the date of the death. These requests are subject to departmental
approval.
iii.
For the purposes of PSU Bereavement leave, immediate family is defined by the
PSU Sick Leave Policy. Employees will be eligible for bereavement leave for the
death of anyone outside of the "family member" definition in the PSU Sick Leave
Policy, referenced in Section 7 of this Article, upon self-certification.
SECTION 2: JURY DUTY
An employee shall be granted leave with pay for reporting to a required jury duty. The
employee may keep any money paid by the court for serving jury duty. Salaried employees
must attach the summons to their leave roster. Whenever possible, subject to operating
requirements, employees selected by proper authority for jury duty will be placed on a day shift,
Monday through Friday, during the period they are obligated to jury duty.
SECTION 3: COURT APPEARANCES
When any employee is not the plaintiff, defendant, or intervening party, or is a crime victim, the
employee shall be granted leave with pay for appearance before a court, legislative committee
or judicial or quasi-judicial body as a witness in response to a subpoena or other direction by
property authority for matters other than the employee’s officially assigned duties.
SECTION 4: MILITARY LEAVE
a) Employees are entitled to various military leave under state and federal law. Where
applicable, the University will determine eligibility and process pursuant to those
statutes.
b) Military Service School Leave: An employee voluntarily or involuntarily seeking military
leave without pay to attend service school shall be entitled to such leave during a period
of active-duty training. Military leaves of absence without pay shall be granted in
compliance with federal and state law.
c) Military Service Leave: Leaves of absence without pay shall be granted all regular
employees who enter the military service of the United States. Such employees shall be
returned to service in compliance with the federal and state law.
d) Oregon Military Family Leave Act. This is leave taken by the spouse or domestic partner
of a member of the Armed Forces of the United States, the National Guard, or the
military reserve forces of the United States who has been called to active duty or notified
of an impending call or order to active duty, or who is on leave from active duty during a
period of military conflict. Eligible employees will be entitled to 14 days of unpaid leave
per deployment.
e) Military leave allows an employee to take time off for military duty or to seek
reinstatement to their former job(s) when they return from military duty under protections
provided by federal law.
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For details on the eligibility, use, and restrictions of military leaves see the PSU HR webpage

SECTION 5. PERSONAL/DISCRETIONARY LEAVE
Employees may request a Personal Leave for time off in excess of five continuous
workdays that is otherwise not covered by other University leave and/or benefit
programs. Employees must apply for and receive approval before utilizing
Personal/Discretionary Leave.
A bargaining unit member, following FMLA or OFLA, or any other type of leave provided
under law or in this CBA, whose leave ends in the middle of a term may seek
personal/discretionary leave until the end of the term, subject to department or unit
approval The University will extend job protections for members using this trailing
discretionary leave, and those members will have priority access to the DSLB in order to
have benefit continuation.
SECTION 6. PROTECTIONS FOR MEMBERS FACING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE,
SEXUAL ASSAULT, ASSAULT, STALKING, OR HARASSMENT
(a) Bargaining unit members who are victims of domestic violence, sexual assault,
stalking, or harassment, or are the parent/guardian of a minor child or a
dependent who is a victim of domestic violence, sexual assault, stalking, or
harassment, will be eligible for reasonable leave and reasonable safety
accommodations pursuant to ORS 659A.270-ORS 659A.290.
(b) Pursuant to ORS 659A.272, eligible employees may take leave, for themselves
or for their minor child or dependent, for the purpose of seeking legal or law
enforcement, medical treatment, counseling, to obtain services from a victim
services provider to relocate or take other steps to ensure health and safety.
(c) Pursuant to ORS 659A.290(a), reasonable safety accommodations may include,
but is not limited to, a transfer, reassignment, modified schedule, unpaid leave
from employment, changed work telephone number, changed work station,
installed lock, implemented safety procedure or any other adjustment to a job
structure, workplace facility or work requirement in response to actual or
threatened domestic violence, harassment, sexual assault, or stalking.
(d) Employees who are victims of domestic violence, harassment, sexual assault, or
stalking, and/or are the parent/guardian of a minor child or dependent who is a
victim of domestic violence, harassment, sexual assault, or stalking, and who are
requesting leave for purposes as provided under the law, such as seeking legal
or law enforcement assistance, medical treatment, counseling, to relocate or take
other steps to ensure health and safety, are entitled to 160 hours of paid leave in
each calendar year. Leave with pay is in addition to any vacation, sick, or other
form of paid leave available to the employee. An eligible employee must exhaust
all other forms of paid leave before using the paid leave provided for under this
section.
(e) The process to seek accommodations or leave under this section will be outlined
on the HR website.
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(f) Employees facing pressure as outlined in Article 24, Section __ (new section
from Academic Freedom TA 2020 12Dec15), may also seek accommodations
outlined in this section, but will be subject to department approval.
SECTION 7. SABBATICAL
Part 1: Purpose of Sabbatical Leave
Sabbatical leave is granted for purposes of research, writing, advanced study, travel
undertaken for observation and study of conditions in our own or in other countries
affecting the applicant's field or related scholarly or professional activities. Sabbatical
leave is a privilege and not a right. It is granted only when it can be shown that the
applicant is capable of using this period in a manner that will thereafter increase the
applicant's effectiveness to the University and to the state. Sabbatical Leaves should be
granted when it can be shown that the faculty member will use the time in a manner
which will provide increased service to the University either through study and research,
writing, advanced study, or travel related to the applicant's field or professional activities.
Part 2: Eligibility for Sabbatical Leave

(1) A member appointed at .5 FTE or more, with the rank of Senior Instructor I,
Senior Instructor II, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, Professor,
Assistant Professor of Practice, Associate Professor of Practice, Professor of
Practice, Assistant Teaching Professor, Associate Teaching Professor, Teaching
Professor, Research Associate, Senior Research Associate I or Senior
Research Associate II may be considered for sabbatical leave if conditions
1(a) and either 1(b) or 1(c) are met:
(a)
Beginning in the first academic year of tenure, continuous appointment, or
the 7th year of a research appointment
(b)
The member has been continuously appointed at PSU without
interruption by a sabbatical leave for 18 academic quarters (excluding
Summer Session) or, in the case of 12-month faculty, 72 months.
(c) The member has accumulated the equivalent of 6.0 FTE years at PSU over
an indefinite period of 9-month or 12-month appointments uninterrupted by
a sabbatical leave.
(2) Non-tenure track instructional faculty employed on annual contracts pursuant to Article 18
Section 2, and non-tenure track instructional fixed term faculty members employed
pursuant to Article 18 Section 3 are not eligible for sabbatical.
(3) For purposes of determining eligibility under this section, authorized leave of absences
(except sabbatical leave) do not constitute a break of service. An authorized leave of
absence does not prejudice the member's eligibility for sabbatical leave. A one-year
period of appointment at less than .5 FTE will count as a period of accumulated service
for purposes of the time requirement for sabbatical eligibility.
(4) Members may be considered for subsequent sabbatical leaves after again satisfying
the conditions specified in paragraphs (l)(a) and either (b) or (c) above. Cases involving
mixed terms of service may be adjusted by the President or the President’s designee,
in accordance with the principles set forth in this Article.
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(5) A member who has more than ten (10) years continuous full-time service since the last
sabbatical leave may be given highest priority for the award of sabbatical leave.
(6) If split sabbaticals are approved, eligibility for sabbatical shall be calculated as if the
terms of leave were taken consecutively starting with the first term of the sabbatical.
(7) For the University’s convenience, and at the initiative and sole discretion of the
University, a sabbatical leave may be delayed by up to two years. In such instances,
the member will become eligible for a succeeding sabbatical leave after an equivalently
reduced period of years. This section applies to a maximum of 14 consecutive years,
covering two possible sabbatical leaves. The same agreement may be negotiated for
University convenience in subsequent 14-year periods.
(8) Sabbatical leave privileges may be granted to employees in special positions of
responsibility and trust, even though they do not hold academic rank. Eligibility for this
class of employees will be determined in the manner described in subsection (1)
above. Recommendations for sabbatical leave for such members not otherwise
qualified may be made in exceptional cases only at the discretion of the President or
the President's designee.
(9) For purposes of determining eligibility for sabbatical leave, time spent on an authorized
military leave from the University shall be considered as institutional service.
Part 3: Salary during Sabbatical Leave
(1) Salary under subsection (l)(b) of Section 2 of this Article shall be the percentage provided
in Section 8 of Article 30 (SALARY AND RETIREMENT) of the member’s annual rate
multiplied by the average FTE at which the member was appointed during the 6.0 FTE
years immediately prior to the sabbatical leave. The President or President’s designee
shall have the authority and discretion to interpret special circumstances in this regard.
For purposes of this subsection, eligibility years are the 18 academic quarters (excluding
Summer Session) or in the case of 12-month faculty, 72 months of continuous
employment at half-time or more that result in the member's eligibility for sabbatical leave.
(2) Salary under subsection (1)(c) of Section 2 of this Article shall be the percentage
provided in Section 8 of Article 30 (SALARY AND RETIREMENT) of the member’s
annual rate in effect at the time the sabbatical leave begins.
(3) If during the period of sabbatical leave the University allocates salary increases to its
members, the annual rate of the member on sabbatical leave will be increased by the
appropriate amount effective on the date that the salary increase was granted.
(4) Members on sabbatical leave may supplement their sabbatical salaries to a
reasonable degree, provided that such supplementation strictly conforms to the stated
and approved purposes of the sabbatical leave.
Part 4: Procedures Related to Sabbatical Leave
(1) Sabbaticals are a privilege, not a right. The University shall fairly consider all
sabbatical requests, including any request to split a sabbatical over more than one
academic year. In cases where it is necessary to choose between several applications
for sabbatical leave from the same department or unit, preference will not be given
based on salary.
(2) An application for sabbatical is to be submitted to the relevant Dean' s office pursuant
to the deadlines established and posted by the Dean's office. The Dean is to provide
notice of the Dean’s decision to the faculty member, department chair and the Office
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of Academic Affairs (OAA) and submit any approved sabbatical applications to Human
Resources (HR) no later than one term prior to the start of the sabbatical.
(3) Deans may consider how sabbatical leaves for associate professors contribute to their
advancement to the rank of full professor.
(4) If a request for a sabbatical is denied by the Dean, the member may appeal that
decision to the Provost. The member should include in the appeal a rationale for the
appeal and a description of the negative impact of the denial.
(5) Faculty members must submit Sabbatical Leave Reports of Accomplishments, due
midway through the term of return to the relevant Department Chair with a copy to the
Dean.
Part 5: Obligation to Return Following Sabbatical
Each member, in applying for sabbatical leave, shall sign an agreement to return to the
University for a period of at least three academic terms of service on completion of the
leave. Summer term may, at the University's discretion, be counted as an academic term
for this purpose. If a member fails to fulfill this obligation, the member shall repay the full
salary paid during the leave plus the health and retirement contributions paid by the
University on behalf of the member during the leave. This amount is due and payable
three months following the date designated in the sabbatical agreement for the member
to return to the University.
SECTION 8. CAREER DEVELOPMENT LEAVE
As outlined in Article 17, Section 2(c), Academic Professionals have career development leave
available to them as leave without pay, as provided for in University Standard 580-021-0029.
SECTION 9. WORKER’S COMPENSATION
Workers’ Compensation insurance provides benefits for workers who have a workrelated injury or illness. If an employee experiences an accidental injury, or occupational
disease that qualifies for workers' compensation protections, medical and/or time loss
benefits may be available through SAIF Corporation. Injuries must be reported, even if
the employee does not seek medical treatment. Procedures for reporting an on-the-job
injury or illness is outlined on the HR website.
SECTION 10. SICK LEAVE
A. Portland State University (PSU) provides eligible employees with paid sick leave in
accordance with State and Federal laws, University policy and Collective Bargaining
Agreements (CBA). In the event of any conflict between this policy and applicable State
and/or Federal law, University Policy or Collective Bargaining Agreement, the policy or
law that is most generous to the employee will take precedence.
B.
C. The purpose of this policy is to make paid sick leave available to employees as needed
to guard against loss of earnings due to illness. This policy is also intended to ensure
compliance with relevant laws, including SB 454 (Oregon Paid Sick Time law), the
Oregon Family Leave Act (OFLA), the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), and the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), University policies and CBAs governing the use of
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protected unpaid sick time and the accrual and use of paid sick leave. Further, this policy
establishes paid sick leave accrual, use, and reporting standards and processes.
For details on the eligibility, use, and restrictions of sick leave, please refer to the PSU Sick
Leave Policy, found on the University Policy Library website.
D. Borrowing Unearned Sick Leave
Unclassified employees employed at .50 FTE or more on a 12-month or 9-month benefitseligible appointment. This sick leave advance program is intended to provide salary continuance
for up to 90 calendar days of absence due to illness by using a combination of accrued and
advance sick leave. Benefits eligible unclassified employees may utilize unearned paid sick
leave in accordance with the terms on the HR website:
E. Prohibition on Discrimination
Discrimination or retaliation against any PSU employee for requesting, using or complaining that
they are not receiving sick time as required by this policy, State or Federal law or applicable
CBA is prohibited. Employees will not be subject to a negative evaluation, discipline or adverse
job action based on their appropriate and lawful use of sick leave.
Section 11. VACATION LEAVE
Vacation leave applies only to employees on 12-month appointments.
(a) 12-month members who are eligible for vacation accrual will accrue 15 hours per month;
prorated for less than 1.0 FTE employees based on actual hours worked. Vacation accruals
and personal leave days are available for use after the employee has met a six-month wait
period. During the wait period vacation hours accrue as outlined above but are not available
for use until the seventh month of employment.
(b) Unclassified employees may accrue no more than 260 hours. Any accrued vacation leave in
excess of this cap will be lost.
(c) An employee who separates from PSU employment before completing the six month wait
period receives no vacation and is not eligible to receive a vacation payout of the accrual.
Unclassified employees who have satisfied the wait period and later separate employment
are subject to a maximum payout of their balance at separation of up to 180 hours.
(d) Vacation time off is generally scheduled in advance cooperatively with the approval of the
employee's supervisor. Members should consult with their supervisor for procedures related
to scheduling and tracking vacation.
SECTION 12: HOLIDAY
a. The following holidays shall be recognized and paid for at the regular straight time rate
of pay:
1. New Year’s Day
2. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
3. Memorial Day
4. Independent Day
5. Labor Day
6. Veteran’s Day
7. Thanksgiving Day
8. Day After Thanksgiving
9. Christmas Day
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10. Governor’s Day
b. Benefits eligible Unclassified employees who are employed at .50 FTE or more on a 12month appointment and benefits eligible Classified employees are eligible for holiday
pay.
c. Full time employees receive eight (8) hours of holiday pay for recognized holidays. Part
time and hourly employees receive a prorated share of the eight (8) hours based on their
FTE percentage.
d. Academic staff whose annual appointment is less than .50 FTE and/or on academic
wages, employees on leave without pay, and other non-benefited employees are not
eligible for holiday pay.
e. Eligibility for holiday pay begins with date of hire and is available for use immediately.
f. Governor’s Day: Oregon's governor has discretion to grant 12-month unclassified
employees an additional day of paid leave (8 hours for full time and pro-rated for parttime employees), referred to as the Governor's Day. The day is usually designated to be
in conjunction with Thanksgiving, Christmas, or New Year's Day. Employees must be
employed as of the day prior to the applicable holiday to receive this leave. If requested
Governor's Leave days are not available to an employee, the employee may request to
take the Governor’s Leave on another day.
g. Scheduling use of a granted Governor's Day must be done in advance cooperatively
with the approval of the employee's supervisor. Time off for these days should be
scheduled in such a manner as to minimize the disruption to the operations of the
department and organization, within reasonable supervisory discretion. Each
department may establish guidelines for employees in addition to this in order to meet
customer service and operational needs of the department.
h. Whenever a holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be observed as the
holiday. If a holiday falls on a Saturday, the preceding Friday will be observed as the
holiday.
Section 13: DISABILITY INSURANCE
(a) To reduce the financial impact of illness or injury, PEBB offers optional Short-Term and
Long-Term Disability Insurance plans as well as long-term care insurance. These policies
are available for purchase by eligible full-time or part-time employee. These policies can
provide income protection against disabilities resulting from a covered physical disease,
injury, pregnancy, or mental disorder. These coverages are not available for dependents.
For details on the eligibility, use, and restrictions of leaves related to Short-Term and LongTerm Disability Insurance see the PSU HR webpage.
SECTION 14. DONATED SICK LEAVE BANK (“DSLB”)
a. The University and PSU-AAUP will partner to maintain a DSLB for bargaining
unit members. Bargaining unit members who participate in the DSLB may
withdraw sick leave from the DSLB as provided in this Section.
b. All current bargaining unit members will be automatically enrolled in the DSLB on
November 1, 2021, and then November 1 of each subsequent year.
c. New bargaining unit members will be provided information regarding the DSLB at
the time that they are provided other information regarding employee benefits.
d. New hires will be able to draw from the bank from the time of hire. No
contribution will be necessary until the earlier of the time they access the bank or
at the next opt out period.
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e. Bargaining unit members who do not wish to remain enrolled in the DSLB may
opt out between October 1 and October 31, 2017, and then during each
subsequent year between October 1 and October 31 (the annual open
enrollment period). A participating member who does not affirmatively opt out of
the DSLB during the annual open enrollment period will be automatically
renewed as a participant in the DSLB and will be subject to assessments and
special calls as provided below.
f. Upon enrolling in the DSLB, a bargaining unit member irrevocably pledges up to
seven (7) sick leave hours of the member's accrued sick leave for contribution to
the DSLB, regardless of the member's FTE, plus any annual assessments
described below, if required. The annual irrevocable pledge is subject to annual
review and may be revised as per (i) below. If the bargaining unit member does
not have the requisite hours at the time of enrollment, the enrollment will be held
open and will be implemented as soon as the bargaining unit member has
sufficient sick leave to enroll.
g. Bargaining unit members shall receive acknowledgement of each donation made
to the DSLB, and each allocation received from the DSLB within 20 working days
of the donation or allocation.
h. A bargaining unit member who participates in the DSLB may withdraw and
use sick leave from the DSLB as follows:
i. The member must have exhausted all of his/her own accrued sick leave.
ii. The DSLB may be used to provide the member with paid time off during
any leave that qualifies under FMLA, OFLA, the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), or the University standards governing use of sick
time (former OAR 580-021-0040), including maternity leave or paternity
leave upon the addition of a child to the member's family (whether by
birth, adoption or otherwise).
iii. A member must request use of leave from the DSLB on a form to be
prepared and provided by the Office of Human Resources and PSUAAUP. The use of leave from the DSLB may be for a period of up
to 40 working days at the member's regular FTE. The maximum amount
of leave from the DSLB that may be used for a single event
is 40 working days at the member's regular FTE. Should a member
require more than the maximum amount, the request may be considered
by the DSLB committee referenced in this Section.
iv. Leave from the DSLB may be used intermittently.
v. Leave from the DSLB is to be used prior to, and not concurrently with,
any short-term or long-term disability insurance that may be available to
the member. Leave from the DSLB may be used concurrently with
compensation from the University’s workers compensation insurance as
long as compensation does not exceed the employee's regular salary.
vi. Leave from the DSLB may be used prior to or after, but not concurrently
with, any unearned sick leave advance that may be available to the
member under University policy.
vii. DSLB sick leave bank hours will only be applied retroactively to each
qualifying event for which leave was taken.
viii. Any denial of a request for sick leave from the DSLB must be in writing
and include the reason for the denial. Denials may be appealed through
the grievance process as outlined in Article 28 Division B.
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i.

Sick time will be withdrawn from participating bargaining unit members accrued
sick leave and charged to a donating member's department as follows:
i. Sick leave will be withdrawn from participating member's accrued sick
leave and charged to the donating member’s department at the donating
member’s hourly rate of pay, plus OPE on the dates or within the
windows noted herein. These funds will accrue to the DSLB to be used
when needed as per Section 2 (e).
ii. DSLB funds must not be used for any other purpose than those allowed
in Article 32 Section 2.
iii. Any balance of unused DSLB funds at the end of each fiscal year will roll
over to the subsequent year’s DSLB.
j. Should the DSLB require additional donations beyond those provided above, the
following will apply:
i. The DSLB can impose an assessment of up to six (6) additional hours per
year to participating members. The decision to impose an assessment
shall be made by the DSLB Committee (defined below). The minimum
assessment shall be two (2) hours.
ii. Should additional donations be required after the maximum assessments
have been received, the DSLB Committee will issue a special call for
additional donated sick leave on a voluntary basis. The special call
window will be open for a period of thirty (30) days unless the University
and the Association agree to a different amount of time. The special call
will be for seven (7) hours of additional donated sick leave unless the
University and the Association agree to make a call for a different number
of hours.
iii. If the special call does not replenish the bank sufficiently to meet the
need, the DSLB Committee will advise the University and the
Association Labor Management Committee of the shortfall. The University
and the Association agree they will convene a meeting within ten (10)
working days of such notice to determine what additional options may be
available to meet the needs of AAUP bargaining unit members. During
this time, AAUP bargaining unit members will be advised of any and all
programs they qualify for in order to get a complete paycheck on payday.
It should be noted that even after all efforts are exhausted, AAUP
bargaining unit members may not receive a full paycheck.
k. The Office of Human Resources and the Association shall convene the
bilateral DSLB committee, to review the operation of the DSLB. PSU-AAUP and
the University shall appoint 2-3 members to the committee. The committee will
meet quarterly. At the quarterly meeting prior to the annual open enrollment
period, the committee will review prior year’s bank performance and determine if
the open enrollment period donation amount in (e) above shall change to a
higher or lower amount.
l. Human Resources will provide to the committee on a quarterly basis; at least one
week prior to the DSLB committee meeting, the information in the list below. The
information will be provided at once in the same document:
Number of Hours (and their monetized value) donated in the bank in
current quarter and year to date.
Number of participating members this quarter.
Number of Hours (and their monetized value) paid out by the bank
quarterly and year to date.
Number of DSLB sick leave recipients, this quarter.
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List of all recipients (with no personal information), amount of sick time
received and how much requested and approved.
DSLB balance (in monetized value).
Projected DSLB balance after paid out on approved disbursement
requests (and the timing of those future requests) based on the
knowledge available at the time.
In order to protect bargaining unit member's privacy and health
information, the names of members using the DSLB will not be provided.
Section 15: Disability Accommodations
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The University will comply with state and federal laws regarding accommodations requests.
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For details on the eligibility, use, and restrictions of accommodations please contact the
PSU Leaves Team leaves@pdx.edu and visit the PSU HR webpage for detailed
information.
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Section 16: Religious Accommodations
Religious Accommodations: Employees are entitled to accommodations for employee
religious beliefs or practices, pursuant to PSU's Religious Accommodation Policy.
For details on the eligibility, use, and restrictions of Religious Accommodations please
visit the PSU HR webpage for detailed information.
Section 17. Time Off and Leaves Information on HR Website
PSU HR will ensure, as reasonably as possible, information regarding the leaves and
accommodations as provided by law are accurate and up to date on their website.
For the University

_______________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Administration
________________
Date
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For the Association

_______________________________
Theresa McCormick Vice President Collective
Bargaining
________________
Date
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Letter of Agreement (LOA) between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 14, 2021
Subject:

LOA (new) for transition into the new Article 18 Section 2 (f) Post Continuous
Appointment Review (PCAR) process and PCAR Salary Increases

Recitals
The parties revised the post continuous appointment review process from every 3 years to after
the 5th year in CA and every 5 years following the first review per signed MOU dated May 7,
2019. The parties later negotiated new PCAR review processes with salary increases per
signed MO dated _
_
__. The parties now seek a transition for Non-Tenure
Track Instructional Faculty members on continuous appointment (NTTF-CA members) into the
new system that includes PCAR salary increases.
Agreement
PCAR Cycle:
NTT-CA instructional faculty members who promoted in rank since their Successful Milestone
Review or last PCAR shall become eligible for PCAR consistent with Article 18 Section 2 (f)
based on the effective date of their successful Milestone Review or successful promotional
review increase.
PCAR Increase and Effective Date:
NTT-CA instructional faculty members who received a positive PCAR at the three-year mark as
specified in the 2015-19 CBA, will be eligible for the newly negotiated PCAR salary increase
effective September 16, 2022 without the need to undergo another evaluation.
For those NTT-CA instructional faculty members who received a PCAR under the 2015-19 CBA,
their new PCAR Effective date will be the September 16th following the completion of their
original PCAR (prior to commencement of newly negotiated salary increase).
The exception to the above, is those members who were promoted since their original PCAR.
For this latter group, the promotion effective date will be the PCAR effective date.
See chart below for sample PCAR Review Cycles and Effective Dates:
PCAR Review: 2019/20
PCAR Effective Date: 9/16/20
Year 1: 2020-21
Year 2: 2021-22
Year 3: 2022-23
Year 4: 2023-24
Year 5: 2024-25
Review Year: 25-26
PCAR Effective Date 9/16/26
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PCAR Review: 2019/20
Promotional Review: 2020/21
Promotion Effective Date: September 16, 2021
PCAR Effective Date: September 16, 2021
Year 1: 2021-22
Year 2: 2022-23
Year 3: 2023-24
Year 4: 2024-25
Year 5: 2025-26
Review Year: 2026-27
PCAR Effective Date: 9/16/27
This LOA shall be inserted into the successor agreement in the LOA section. This LOA shall be
ratified with the successor agreement.

For the University

For the Association

________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Personnel

________________________
Theresa McCormick, Vice President
Collective Bargaining

________________
Date

________________
Date
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Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 16, 2021

Subject: Supplement to COVID impact MOA Effects of Reopening from Campus Closurerevised provision for return to campus from remote work

Recitals
The parties recognize that employees have a need to resolve issues, such as care of children or
parents, transportation, health concerns or other potential impacts prior to returning to campus.
This MOA supplements the attached MOA dated September 18, 2020.
Agreement
1) To facilitate a smooth transition when employees return from remote to on
campus work supervisors will be encouraged to be as flexible as possible in their
return-to-work notice.
2) Supervisors will provide a three-week notice to employees; however, the return
time may be less upon agreement of the parties.
3) If the Supervisor and the employee cannot agree about the need to return to
campus, they should seek assistance from Human Resources.
4) This Agreement is Temporary and will expire December 2021. The parties agree
to engage in discussions and negotiations to discuss the feasibility of maintaining
the language for an additional period of time.
5) Supervisors will be notified of this MOA upon signature.

This agreement will become effective upon signature and ratification of the PSU membership
and shall remain in effect until December 31, 2021. In the event a further extension is needed,
the parties will meet to discuss and resolve.
For the University

For the Association

___________________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Personnel & Leadership Development

___________________________________
Theresa McCormick, Vice President for
Collective Bargaining

________________

________________

Date

Date
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Memorandum of Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
September 18, 2020
Subject:

Effects of Reopening from COVID-19 Campus Closure

Preamble:
The following return to campus plan is guided by our ongoing and unwavering
commitment to the health, safety and well-being of all faculty, instructors, academic
professionals, staff, students and visitors, and reflects our understanding of and
contributions to advancing overall public health efforts. As such, this plan considers and
attempts to balance the needs of PSU’s employees, the duties associated with their
positions and the goals/responsibilities of the university.
1. If work can be performed remotely in a manner that the supervisor determines is
sufficient to meet the needs of the university, it will continue to be done remotely
until the university determines it is feasible based on federal, state, and local COVID19 workplace guidelines for employees and students to return to campus. Supervisors
should be mindful of PSU’s stated need to do all we can to protect the health of
students, faculty, staff and visitors. In an effort to support their employees,
supervisors are encouraged to focus on members whose work cannot be done
remotely in any consideration of who returns to campus.
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2. Members may request to work on campus. Supervisors shall endeavor to fulfill that
request if feasible, but a supervisor may need to balance the competing needs of the
university with the health and safety of all. Thus, a supervisor may prioritize some
members returning to campus over others.
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3. Should the university decide that a unit will return to onsite/in-person work,
employees and supervisors will work collaboratively in assessing workplace options.
Supervisors will provide five days advance notice to the affected employees and will
provide flexibility in making remote work and other alternative work arrangements
available to employees.
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4. If work duties cannot be performed remotely in a manner that the supervisor
determines is sufficient to meet the needs of the university, employees with
COVID-related health concerns for themselves or members of their household may
ask their supervisors to explore options such as flex schedules, split schedules,
allowing certain aspects of the job to be done remotely, or to identify low traffic
times for campus work as appropriate.
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5. In those cases when collaboration does not result in a satisfactory plan to the

MOA Effects of Reopening from Campus Closure
September 18, 2020
Page 2 of 3
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employee, the employee may engage HR. HR will provide guidance and
resources in support of a collaborative solution.
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6.
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7. Members are encouraged to have ongoing conversations with their supervisors
about concerns they may have with the on-campus work environment.
Supervisors and members shall work collaboratively to address any concerns
raised.

If the employee is unsatisfied after consultation with HR, they may request a
review of the decision by a department manager or department chair and, if
necessary, to the labor management committee.
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8. If a member returns to on-campus work, they have the right to raise concerns under
Article 24, Section 4 related to COVID-19.
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9. Employees can opt to use available leave and accommodation programs when
flexible scheduling or remote work are not possible.
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10. No retaliation, including discipline or a reduction in FTE, will be implemented based
upon the fact that a bargaining unit member expressed a desire to remain in or
transition to remote work.
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11. Decisions under this process to permit an employee to work remotely or to work an
alternate or modified work schedule or to perform particular duties are not
precedent setting and the parties agree that any such agreements by supervisors to
permit alternate work arrangements is not an acknowledgment or agreement by
PSU that accommodations for remote or alternate work schedules are appropriate
after a return to campus and outside of the university’s approach to addressing the
health concerns presented by the global pandemic created by the SARS COV-19
virus.
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12. Upon signatures indicating a tentative agreement, PSU may begin to bring
members back to campus pursuant to the agreements in this MOA. If PSU-AAUP
membership does not ratify this agreement, any members work modality changed
after September 18, will be given the opportunity to return to the work modality
prior to September 18 until a new agreement is reached between PSU-AAUP and
PSU Administration.
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This agreement will be effective upon signature and ratification of the parties.

MOA Effects of Reopening from Campus Closure
September 18, 2020
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For the University

For the Association

________________________ ________________________
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Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic Personnel &
Leadership Development

Mark Leymon, Vice President Collective Bargaining

________________

________________

Date

Date
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Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 15, 2021

7
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Subject: Modifications to Article 18 Section 2 (f) Post Continuous Appointment Review (PCAR)
process (Current contract language included as reference)
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Article 18
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Section 1. Introduction
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Section 2. Non-Tenure Track Instructional Faculty Continuous Appointments
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a) The University and the Association recognize that in order to maintain a vital university
culture we must develop a primarily tenured and tenure-track faculty, protect
participatory governance structures, guarantee the diversity of our faculty, and assume
the rights and responsibilities of academic freedom. The University and the Association
acknowledge that a reasonable assurance of continued employment provides for a highly
qualified faculty and protects academic freedom essential to the integrity of teaching and
scholarship.
b) The University acknowledges the value of the services of non-tenure track instructional
and research faculty, the need for continuity of services, and the benefits that follow from
the employment of non-tenure track term instructional and research faculty in
commitment to the institution, to strong programs, to consistent advising, and to
retention. Non-tenure track faculty are ensured the inherent rights of academic freedom
and they recognize the accompanying responsibilities.
c) Definition of Non-Tenure Track Faculty. Non tenure track faculty are faculty members
who are not on tenure-track appointments, but whose appointments are at least .50 FTE
annualized. These appointments are primarily for instruction and research as described
in the position descriptions. Non-tenure track instructional faculty will be employed on a
continuous basis after completion of a probationary period, as provided in Section 2
below, unless a fixed-term appointment is appropriate, as provided in Section 3 below,
Non-tenure track research faculty will be employed as provided in Section 5 below.

Note: Department Chair/Designee is used to represent the individual responsible for the
‘department-level’ review processes as articulated in the University Policies & Procedures
for the Evaluation of Faculty for Tenure, Promotion, and Merit Increases.
a) The University and the Association recognize that non-tenure track instructional faculty
are, even in a first year of employment, an essential and integrated part of a
department’s or program’s staff. Initial appointments are not the responsibility of a sole
administrator. Where possible, a committee of at least three (3) shall seek qualified
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applicants and forward a recommendation to the Department Chair.
b) Probationary Period. Non-tenure track instructional faculty members will be employed
on annual contracts during the first six (6) years of employment as non-tenure track
instructional faculty members. Annual contracts during the probationary period will
automatically renew unless timely notice is provided. Notice of non-renewal of an annual
contract during the probationary period must be provided by April 1 of the first year of
the probationary period and by January 1 of the second through fifth years of the
probationary period, effective at the end of that academic year.
c) Evaluation during Probationary Period. Non-tenure track instructional faculty members
are to be evaluated annually during years 1 through 5 of the probationary period,
pursuant to guidelines as provided in Section 6 below.
d) Evaluation for Continuous Appointment. In year 6 of the probationary period, non-tenure
track instructional faculty members are to be evaluated for continuous appointment,
pursuant to guidelines as provided in Section 6 below. Prior to the end of the final
academic year of the probationary period, a non-tenure track instructional faculty
member is to be awarded a continuous appointment or provided twelve (12) months'
notice of termination of employment.
e) Terms of a Continuous Appointment. For purposes of this Article, a "continuous
appointment" is an indefinite appointment that can be terminated only under the
following circumstances:
1. Pursuant to Article 22 (Retrenchment).
2. When a sanction of termination is warranted and imposed pursuant to Article 27
(Imposition of Progressive Sanctions).
3. Due to a change in curricular needs or programmatic requirements made in
accordance with applicable shared governance procedures. In such a case:
i.
As soon as practicable, but no later than 60 days prior to issuing a notice
of termination, the Department Chair must provide written justification for
the decision and explanation of the applicable shared governance
procedure to the faculty members, the Dean, the Provost and the
Association.
ii. If the employment of multiple faculty members in equivalent positions, and
with equivalent position-related qualifications, skills and expertise, are to
be terminated due to the same change in curricular needs or
programmatic requirements, then lay-off shall be in order of seniority.
Faculty will be laid off in inverse order to length of continuous service at
the University.
iii. The faculty member is to be given at least six months’ notice of
termination of employment, with such termination effective at the end of
the academic year.
iv. The School/College will make a good faith effort to find a comparable
position within the University for the faculty member.
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v.

f.

If the reason for the decision that lead to the layoff is reversed within three
years from the date that notice of termination was provided to the faculty
member, the affected faculty members will be recalled in inverse order of
layoff. To exercise recall rights, a faculty member must:
a. Notify Human Resources in writing, within 30 days of the termination
notice, of intent to be placed on the recall list. If/when there is a need
for a recall list, the parties agree to meet promptly for the purpose of
negotiating a process for administering the recall list.
b. Inform Human Resources of any change in telephone, email or
address.
c. In the event of a recall, Human Resources will contact the faculty
member by phone and email, and notify the Association, of the recall.
d. The recalled faculty member will have ten (10) working days to accept
or reject the position. Failure to contact Human Resources within ten
(10) working days will be considered a rejection of the position.
e. A recalled faculty member who rejects a position will be removed from
the recall list.

Evaluation following Continuous Appointment. Faculty on a Continuous Appointment are
to be evaluated after five (5) years following Continuous Appointment, and then after
every five years following the last evaluation or promotion, pursuant to guidelines as
provided in Section 6 below. The effective date for the award of Continuous Appointment
will be September 16th following a successful Milestone Review. The effective date is
the start of academic year 1 of the Post-Continuous Appointment. Post-Continuous
Appointment review dossiers are typically due no later than the beginning of Winter
Term.
If a faculty member on Continuous Appointment undergoes a successful promotional
review prior to year 5 of the post-continuous appointment, their next post-continuous
appointment review will occur five years after their successful promotional review. The
first year of the next 5-year post-continuous appointment review count will start on
September 16 the academic year following the successful review.
Example Timeline:
POSITIVE Milestone, post-CA,
or PROMOTIONAL Review
2025-2026
9/16/2026
2026-27
2027-28
2028-29

CYCLE
Milestone, Promotional
Review or PCAR
Occurs
Successful Promotion
or PCAR Effective Date
X
X
X

COUNT
Mid Post-Continuous 5-year
Cycle
ALSO start of academic year 1 for
the next PCAR review cycle
(2026-2027)
1
2
3
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2029-30
2030-31
2031-32
POSITIVE POST CA REVIEW
2032-33

X
X

4
5

Post CA Review Occurs
Effective date 9/16/31
Year 1 of 5
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7
1
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Notification of Eligibility, Participate, Opt-Out, or Deferral of Post-Continuous
Appointment Review:

4
5

OAA and the Deans office shall be responsible for creating and maintaining a list of NTT
Instructional Faculty who are eligible for Post-Continuous Appointment Review.
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OAA will send a list to the Dean’s office for confirmation of eligibility no later than May
1st of each year.
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Requests to Opt-out:
Faculty who provide a letter to the Dean, with a copy to HR stating they will retire within
2 years shall be allowed to opt-out of post-tenure review.
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Request to Defer:
Faculty may submit a written request to defer their post-continuous appointment review
and opt to apply for promotional review instead. Faculty may not apply for promotion
and post-continuous appointment in the same year.
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Eligible Faculty may request deferral in writing due to sabbatical, personal
circumstances, such as illness, injury, pregnancy, adoption, or eldercare, and when
returning from special assignments on- or off-campus, such as professional or
administrative positions.
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All requests for deferral or opt-out must be approved or denied in writing by the Dean
and forwarded to the faculty member, department chair/designee no later than June
15thof the academic year prior (EX: Response Due 6/15/2021) to review and the Dean’s
decision will be included in the Assurance of Review that is forwarded to OAA no later
than First Week in March of the following academic year (EX: Assurance of review Due
to OAA 03/01/22).
g. Post-Continuous Appointment Review Process:
Task

Calendar Days

Due Dates

OAA creates list of eligible faculty and
provides to Deans and Chairs

May 1

Eligible faculty notified

No later than May 15 prior to
the academic year of
eligibility
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Faculty requests deferment/opts out
Dean Approves Requests to defer/opt out
and notices faculty member
Department Committee formed
Per Dept. P & T guidelines
Faculty submits dossier
Committee completes review of
eligible faculty and submits report

June 1 prior to the academic
year of eligibility
June 15

1st Friday in October
End of October

Department chair completes reviews of
eligible faculty and submits report

Within 10 business days from
receipt of committee report

2nd Friday in November

Faculty member receives
Department chair’s letter and
committee report
Faculty member requests
reconsideration

Within 10 business days of
the transmittal of the
committee’s report
Within 5 business days of
receipt of recommendation

2nd Friday in November

Faculty member submits supporting
materials to committee and/or
Department chair
Committee and/or Department chair
responds to reconsideration request and
forward all materials to the Dean

Within 20 business days of
request for reconsideration

2nd week of December

Dean completes reviews of eligible
faculty and submits report to faculty
member, Department chair, chair of
the committee

Within 10 business days of the
receipt of the committee and
chair reports

4th week of January

Department chair, chair of the
committee, or faculty member requests
reconsideration conference

Within 5 business days of
receipt of Dean’s letter

1st week of February

Faculty member submits supporting
materials to Dean

Within 10 business days of
request for reconsideration

3rd week of February

3rd week in November

2nd week of January

Dean completes review, issues report
and submits to provost; Dean’s
assurance of review due to OAA

1st week of March

Faculty member requests reconsideration Within 5 business days of the
conference with the Provost
receipt of the Provost Letter

2nd Week of March

Faculty member submits supporting
materials to the Provost
Faculty member requests meeting with
provost (optional)
Provost issues decision

April

Within business 20 days of
receiving Provost letter

4th week of April
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PCAR review FIP developed and jointly Within 30 business days after
agreed to by faculty member and chair
Provost’s post tenure review
decision is issued
If faculty member and chair cannot agree Within 14 business days
they will meet with the Dean

4th week of May

Final FIP with Dean, Chair and faculty
member developing PDP

*June 15

June 15, year of review

2nd week of June

*May be extended if necessary and
approval received.
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1. Departmental Post-Continuous Appointment Review Committee Establishment and
Authority. All recommendations for post-continuous appointment review originate
with a formally established departmental committee. The department chair/designee
notifies the chair of the appropriate departmental committee of those non-tenure
track faculty who are eligible for post-continuous appointment review.
Faculty members will be evaluated by a committee of their peers. In a department
with more than one NTT instructional faculty member, at least one NTT instructional
faculty member will be on the review committee, if the department does not have
another NTT instructional faculty member, the department chair/designee will look
outside of the department to find a NTT instructional faculty member from a similar
discipline to serve on the committee. When a faculty member has been involved in
interdisciplinary teaching and/or research, the committee will include a faculty
representative from a mutually agreed upon second department or program.
Administration may use these procedures for Post-Continuous Appointment Review
for those NTTF who hold Unclassified Exempt (UnEx) positions. No AAUP member,
however, will be assigned to serve on a post-continuous appointment review
committee of an NTTF in an UnEx position who has any supervisory duties in their
unit. In the UnEx post-continuous appointment review, the role of the department
chair shall be filled by the immediate supervisor of the individual under review
provided the immediate supervisor is not the Dean. If the immediate supervisor of the
individual under review is the Dean, the Dean must designate a person to fulfill the
role of the immediate supervisor (e.g.an Associate Dean).
The committee shall endeavor to reach consensus before writing its narrative report
to the department chair/designee. In its narrative report, the committee shall explain
its decision and provide evidence to support the decision. If the committee finds the
faculty member's contributions meet the standards set forth for post-continuous
appointment review, it shall document this in their narrative report. If the committee
finds the faculty member's contributions do not meet standards, the report shall
document the areas the committee finds do not meet the standards and provide
evidence so that these areas shall be addressed in a Faculty Improvement Plan
(FIP).
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Should a unanimous decision not be reached, the committee’s narrative report shall
include the views of the majority and the minority.
The committee’s narrative report should be forwarded to the department
chair/designee no later than the 2nd Friday November.
2. Responsibilities of the Department Chair/Designee. The department chair/designee,
must assure that the faculty member's post-continuous appointment review
committee has followed department/academic unit and University post-continuous
appointment review guidelines, has considered the faculty member's dossier, and
that the committee's narrative report is complete and uses the proper forms. In units
that do not have departments, the department chair responsibilities shall be filled by
a person or persons specified in unit guidelines; potential chair designees may
include program directors, area directors, or the faculty member’s supervisor.
The department chair/designee shall write a letter affirming or challenging the
committee's decision and recommendation based on the criteria in departmental
post-continuous appointment review guidelines, and explain their reasons. If the
department chair/designee finds the faculty member's contributions do not meet
standards, the department chair/designee's letter shall document the areas they find
do not meet the standards and provide evidence so that these areas shall be
addressed in a Faculty Improvement Plan.
The department chair/designee will provide a copy of their letter and attach it to the
committee’s narrative report and forward the entire dossier to the faculty member
under review and to the chair of the committee within 10 working days of the
transmittal of the committee report but not later than the first 2nd Friday in
November.
The faculty member must be given the opportunity to review their file, including the
post-continuous appointment review committee’s report and the department
chair/designee's letter, before it is forwarded to the Dean.
The faculty member should indicate they have reviewed their file by signing the
NTTF Appraisal Signature Sheet. If the faculty member disagrees with the
recommendation of either the committee or the department chair/designee, they may
request reconsideration of one or both recommendations.
At this point in the process, the faculty member may request to meet with the
committee or the department chair/designee no matter if the review is positive or
negative. See section below regarding timing for meeting due to reconsideration.
3. Procedures for Reconsideration of Department Chair/Designee and/or Committee
Recommendation. If a faculty member questions the post-continuous appointment
review committee's recommendation and/or the department chair/designee's
recommendation, they may make a request for reconsideration of the
recommendations in writing. Request(s) for reconsideration should be submitted to
the department chair/designee within 5 working days of receiving the committee and
chair/designee recommendations.
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The reconsideration(s) may be requested on the basis of procedural or substantive
issues. The faculty member should prepare whatever additional material is pertinent.
The supporting materials must be submitted to the department chair/designee as
appropriate within 20 working days of the request for reconsideration. At the time of
submitting materials to support reconsideration, the faculty member may request to
meet with the committee and/or the department chair/designee. The meeting(s) must
occur within 5 working days of the request to meet.
If the reconsideration is requested for the committee's decision, the department
chair/designee should return the dossier along with any supporting materials
submitted by the faculty member to the committee for reconsideration. The
committee chair must report in writing to the faculty member and the department
chair/designee the results of the committee's reconsideration. The faculty member's
materials will then be forwarded to the department chair/designee for their review,
and then forwarded to the faculty member.
If reconsideration is requested of the department chair/designee’s decision, the
department chair/designee must report in writing to the faculty member and the
committee the results of their reconsideration.
Should the committee and/or the department chair/designee reverse their original
decisions and find the faculty member's contributions to meet standards, they shall
write a report of the new decision and attach it to the top of the original report. The
faculty member will then review the entire dossier and sign the appraisal signature
sheet before the department chair/designee forwards it to the Dean for their
consideration.
The department chair/designee must provide the Dean a statement of assurance that
all eligible faculty have been reviewed and submit to the Dean for each faculty
member reviewed:
a. A completed appraisal signature sheet signed by the members of the postcontinuous appointment review committee and the department
chair/designee.
b. The post-continuous appointment review committee recommendation and
department chair/designee’s letter.
c. If reconsideration was requested, a copy of the faculty member’s request, the
materials submitted, and the reconsideration reviews done by the department
chair/designee and/or committee.
4. Responsibility of the Dean. The Dean shall review materials submitted by the faculty
member and the narrative report of the post-continuous appointment review
committee and the department chair/designee with regard to the dossier submitted
by the faculty member in order to write a letter affirming or challenging the
recommendation of the committee and/or the department chair/designee.
If the Dean disagrees with the recommendation of the post-continuous appointment
review committee and/or the department chair/designee, the Dean must explain their
decision and document which criteria in the department's post-continuous
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appointment review guidelines were or were not being met and provide evidence to
support their decision.
The Dean's letter shall be delivered to the department chair/designee, the postcontinuous appointment review committee chair, and the faculty member within 10
business days of receipt of the committee and chair reports or no later than the
Fourth week of January.
If the Dean, department chair/designee, and committee finds that the faculty
member's contributions do not meet standards and the faculty member does not
request reconsideration of the Dean’s decision, a Faculty Improvement Plan will be
developed based on the deficiencies identified in the review and as provided in
paragraph (i) below.
5. Procedures for Reconsideration of Dean’s Recommendation. If the Dean
finds that the faculty member's contributions do not meet standards and the
Dean’s recommendation differs from the committees and/or the department
chair/designee’s; the department chair/designee, chair of the committee,
and/or the faculty member may request in writing a conference for
reconsideration by the Dean within 5 working days of the receipt of the
Dean’s letter. After notifying the Dean that the faculty member requests
reconsideration, the faculty member has 10 working days to provide
additional materials to the Dean in support of the reconsideration.
If upon reconsideration, the Dean reverses their original decision and finds the
faculty member’s contributions meet standards, the Dean shall so report in writing
and provide a copy of their letter to the department chair/designee and faculty
member.
If the Dean finds that the faculty member has met standards when the postcontinuous appointment review committee's and the department chair/designee's
finding disagree, the Dean shall provide a copy of their letter to the department
chair/designee, committee chair, and faculty member.
The Dean's original recommendation, and Dean's recommendation after
reconsideration, shall be included in the dossier. When the Dean finds that the
faculty member's contributions do not meet standards and the Faculty member
requests reconsideration, the faculty member’s entire dossier is then forwarded to
the Provost for review.
6. Role of the Provost. The Provost shall review the materials only in those cases
when a faculty member is found not to have met standards and requests
reconsideration of the Dean’s final recommendation.
The Provost will review the decisions by the Dean, department chair/designee, and
post-continuous appointment review committee to determine if the faculty member
meets or does not meet standards. If the Provost finds that the faculty member does
not meet standards, then they must give reasons for their decision, addressing
evidence provided at earlier levels of review.
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The Provost shall notify the faculty member, the department chair/designee, and the
Dean in writing of their final decision.
The faculty member may request in writing a conference for reconsideration by the
Provost within 5 working days of the receipt of the Provost's letter and may add
additional evidence to the file within 20 working days of receiving the Provost's letter.
If requested, the Provost shall meet with the faculty member.
The Provost's decision after reconsideration shall be forwarded to the faculty
member, the department chair/designee, and the Dean. The Provost's decisions
shall be included in the Post-Continuous Appointment dossier housed in the Dean's
office.
7. After receipt of the Provost's final decision, a step 3 grievance may be filed by or on
behalf of the faculty member, as provided in the PSU-AAUP collective bargaining
agreement, or through the non-contractual grievance process, as applicable, if the
faculty member believes that there has been a violation, misinterpretation or
improper application of these guidelines.
8. In the event that it is found that a faculty member does not meet standards; a Faculty
Improvement Plan will be developed based on the deficiencies identified in the
review and as provided in paragraph (i) below.
i.

Faculty Improvement Plan for Faculty on Continuous Appointment.
1. In the event that the faculty member does not meet standards, the faculty member
and department chair/designee will meet to discuss the deficiencies identified in the
review. Following the meeting, the department chair/designee will develop a Faculty
Improvement Plan to address the deficiencies. If the faculty member disagrees with
the improvement plan, the faculty member may appeal to the dean or the dean's
designee, who shall review the plan and make the final decision regarding the
contents of the plan. The Faculty Improvement Plan is to be developed before the
end of the academic year in which the faculty member was found to not meet
standards. If the department chair/designee and faculty member identify resources
that would assist with the improvement plan, a request for access to such resources
will be made to and considered by the Dean. The lack or limited availability of
resources could result in modification or extension of the Faculty Improvement Plan.
2. Progress on the Faculty Improvement Plans to be assessed and communicated on a
regular basis during the subsequent academic year. At a minimum, the department
chair/designee and the faculty member will meet near the beginning of the fall term
following the PCAR to review the improvement plan and near the end of the fall term
to review the faculty member's progress on the improvement plan. Prior to the end of
fall term, the department chair/designee is to provide the faculty member with a
written assessment of progress on the faculty improvement plan, which includes
identification of issues that have not yet been successfully remediated.
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3. At any point in the process, the department chair/designee can determine that the
Faculty Improvement Plan has been successfully completed, at which time the
department chair/designee shall notify the faculty member and conclude the faculty
improvement process.
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The faculty member’s name will be included on the Assurance of Review filed with the Dean
and Provost no later than June 15 following the completion of the Faculty Improvement Plan.
The Assurance of Review will officially track the status of the Faculty Improvement Plan. When
the Faculty Improvement Plan is successful, the Assurance of Review will act as notice to restart the 5-year count for the next post-continuous appointment review, year 1 starting on
September 16 of the following academic year.

47

Section 3. Non-Tenure Track Instructional Faculty Fixed-Term Appointments.

4. Winter term of the academic year following the start date of the Faculty Improvement
Plan, the department chair/designee shall meet to review progress on the
improvement plan. After the meeting, the department chair/designee is to notify the
faculty member whether the improvement plan has been successfully completed.
5. When the department chair/designee decides the objectives have not been reached,
the faculty member may request in writing a conference for reconsideration by the
department chair/designee within 10 working days of the receipt of the
chair/designee’s letter to the Dean. The faculty member may provide additional
materials in writing within 10 working days of the request for reconsideration.
6. If the department chair/designee reverses their decision, they shall write a
revised letter to the Dean. The Dean will wait to make a decision until receiving
the reconsideration letter from the department chair/designee. Should a faculty
member refuse to create and/or follow the Faculty Improvement Plan(except due
to circumstances that are substantially outside the faculty member’s control), the
faculty member shall be notified and subject to sanctions pursuant to Article 27
of this collective bargaining agreement.
7. The Faculty Improvement Plan with information on how it was fulfilled, must be
signed within 20 working days of completion by the faculty member, the department
chair/designee, and Dean and filed with the Provost Office. If the department
chair/designee and Dean agree that the Faculty Improvement Plan has been
successfully completed, the faculty member will be eligible for the post- continuous
review increase that is currently in force effective September 16 the following
academic year.
8. If the plan has not been successfully completed, the department chair/designee may
either extend the plan for an additional academic term or provide the faculty member
with notice of termination. A Faculty Improvement Plan may be extended by the
department chair/designee for up to three academic terms. A notice of termination
provided under this section shall be provided to the member, Dean, Provost, and the
Association and shall be effective no sooner than the end of the subsequent
academic term.
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The University and the Association recognize that circumstances occasionally warrant the hiring
of non- tenure track instructional faculty on a fixed-term appointment for a specific and limited
period of time. For example, a fixed-term appointment is appropriate for visiting faculty, to fill a
temporary vacancy (such as a vacancy caused by another employee being on leave or pending a
search for a vacant position), when a program is newly established or expanded, when the
specific funding for the position is time-limited, or for a specific assignment or to fill a discrete
need that is not expected to be ongoing. The letter of offer for a fixed-term instructional faculty
appointment shall state the reason that warrants the fixed-term appointment. In the event that the
University intends to extend a fixed-term appointment beyond three years of continuous service,
the University will provide notice to the Association at least 60 days in advance of the extension.
In the event that a fixed-term instructional faculty member is to be appointed to a position
eligible for a continuous appointment, the University will notify the Association and the parties
agree to discuss, as necessary, the appropriate probationary period and whether any time served
as a fixed-term faculty member is to be credited to the probationary period.
Section 4. Non- Tenure Track Instructional Faculty Offer and Position Descriptions
(Continuous Appointment and Fixed-Term Appointment).
a) The University and the Association recognize that clear communication of expectations
and rewards is essential for a fair and productive professional relationship. To that end,
the University will provide template letters of offer for non-tenure track instructional
appointments. (See Appendices E and H.) For non-tenure track instructional
appointments, 1.0 FTE will include no more than 36 course credits of assigned teaching
per academic year. Assigned university/ community/ professional service and scholarly
work shall not exceed ten percent (10%) of an instructional non-tenure track faculty
member's workload without a reduction in instructional load.
b) The template letter of offer will include a position description. Taken together, a letter of
offer and position description for non-tenure track instructional appointments will
include the following information: whether the appointment is eligible for continuous
appointment or fixed-term, appointment start date, appointment end date (for fixed-term
appointments only), the reason warranting the fixed-term appointment (for fixed-term
appointments only), FTE, annual salary rate, actual salary, teaching assignment
(including, where possible, the list of courses to be taught and the location of those
courses if not on the downtown University campus), whether the appointment is
renewable, and any expectations for research and scholarly work, university service,
professional service, or other responsibilities. Bargaining unit members shall have an
opportunity to review the letter of offer and position description and will affirm their
acceptance of the offer of employment by signing and returning to the University a copy
of both the letter of offer and the position description.
c) The University will direct departments to complete letters of offer and position
descriptions at least 30 days prior to the start of work for the initial term of employment
of any non-tenure track instructional faculty member so that employment documents are
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forwarded to the Office of Human Resources according to the published payroll deadline
schedule.
Section 5. Non-Tenure Track Research Faculty Appointments
a) The University and the Association recognize that non-tenure track research faculty are,
even in a first year of employment, an essential and integrated part of a department’s or
program’s staff.
b) The University and the Association recognize that clear communication of expectations
and rewards is essential for a fair and productive professional relationship. To that end,
the University will provide template letters of offer for non-tenure track research
appointments (See Appendix G). Assigned university/community/professional service and
instructional work shall not exceed ten percent (10%) of a non-tenure track research
faculty member’s workload without a reduction in the research load.
c) The University, at its discretion, may offer non-tenure track research faculty members
appointments that are appropriate based on the specifics of the position. For instance,
non-tenure track research faculty members may be employed for a fixed term, for a
period of time that runs the length of a particular grant, or an ongoing appointment
(without a fixed end date) that is contingent on the continued availability of external
funding. In all such cases, the appointment must provide the member with at least thirty
(30) days of notice of early termination of the employment (although greater notice is
encouraged when possible). No member who achieved seniority status and was provided
a multi-year appointment under the terms of the collective bargaining agreement in effect
prior to April 4, 2016 will be provided a shorter appointment as a result of the 2016
revisions to this Article.
d) The template letter of offer will include a position description. Taken together, a letter of
offer and position description for non-tenure track research appointments will include
the following information: appointment start date, appointment end dates (if any), FTE,
annual salary rate, actual salary, whether the position is grant or contract funded, the
potential grounds for early termination and the required period of notice of early
termination (which may not be less than thirty (30) days), whether the position is nonrenewable, research assignment and any expectations for additional research and
scholarly work, university service, professional service, or other responsibilities.
Bargaining unit members shall have an opportunity to review the letter of offer and
position description and will affirm their acceptance of the offer of employment by
signing and returning to the University a copy of both the letter of offer and the position
description.
e) The University will direct departments to complete letters of offer and position
descriptions at least 30 days prior to the start of work for the initial term of employment
of any non-tenure track research faculty member so that employment documents are
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forwarded to the Office of Human Resources according to the published payroll deadline
schedule.
Section 6. Reviews of All Non-Tenure Track Instructional and All Research Faculty
(Including Research Professor Ranks)
a) Each Department/Academic Unit shall establish and maintain guidelines for review of
non-tenure track instructional and research faculty bargaining unit members that are
consistent with guidelines developed by the Faculty Senate. Nothing in this provision
affects or alters the Association’s ability to file a grievance, as provided in Article 28 that
alleges a violation of such guidelines.
b) The guidelines must, at a minimum:
a. Be in writing and be made available to members;
b. Require each department to identify the committee(s) responsible for the
evaluations;
c. Establish job-relevant evaluation criteria and require the criteria to be in writing;
d. Provide that the results of the review be in writing and provided to the member;
e. Provide that the member is entitled to meet with the reviewers;
f. Provide that the member is able to respond to the review by submitting a
statement or comments, which shall be attached to the review;
g. Provide that the member may submit relevant materials to the reviewers;
h. Provide that the member may request a review if one has not been provided
within the time period provided for by the guidelines;
i. Provide that the member is to have reasonable notice of the evaluation; and
j. In a department with more than one non-tenure track faculty member, provide
that at least one non-tenure track faculty member will be on the review committee.
(From Other executed agreements below as reference)
c) Timing for Reviews of Non-Tenure Track Research Faculty members (NTTF-R)
a. Annual Review of NTTF-R members hired on a 12-month appointment will follow the
review schedule established by the Office of Academic Affairs (OAA) for NTTF hired
on 9-month appointments. For example, a 12-month NTTF-R member who is hired
April 1, 2018, will receive their first review during the 2019-20 review schedule
beginning September 16, 2019.
b. Requests for NTTF-R promotions may be forwarded to the Provost typically twice
yearly, although exceptions can be made if funding cycles make it necessary.
Academic units may choose to set their own timelines for request for promotion to be
submitted to the Dean.
c. Changes in rank and compensation related to the promotion will be effective July 1
for 12-month appointments and September 16 for 9-month appointments the
academic year after the review occurred.
d) Promotional and/or Continuous Appointment reviews of Non-Tenure Track Instructional
Faculty (NTTF-I) members with “mid-year” hire dates.
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a. 9-month NTTF-I members with a hire date later than October 1 will be reviewed
according to the schedule established by the Office of Academic Affairs, starting with
the fall of their second full academic year following hire. For example, a 9-month
NTTF-I member who is hired on a probationary Continuous Appointment on January
1, 2018 will receive their first review in the review in the academic year 2019-20
review cycle beginning September 16, 2019.
b. NTTF-I members on 12-month appointments with a hire date later than October 1 will
be reviewed according to the schedule established by the Office of Academic Affairs,
starting with the fall of their second full academic year following hire. For example,
12-month NTTF-I members who are hired January 1, 2018, will receive their first
review in the academic year review cycle beginning September 16, 2019.
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Section 7. The University will publish a chart including but not limited to the types of leaves,
awards, grants, and appointments for which non-tenure track faculty are eligible.
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This agreement will become effective upon signature and ratification of the PSU-AAUP
Membership and will be placed in Article 18 of the parties Agreement.

Section 8. Nothing in Article 18 shall be construed as superseding Article 22
(RETRENCHMENT).
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For the University

For the Association

___________________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Personnel

__________________________________
Theresa McCormick, Vice President
Collective Bargaining

________________
Date

________________
Date
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Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 14, 2021
Subject:

Remainder Economics issues from Affinity Bargaining to change sections of
Article 30, Article 31, Article 43, and Article 44

Recitals:
The parties engaged in affinity bargaining and executed a conceptual tentative agreement,
captured in X-Mind, on the remaining economics issues on November 11, 2020. This
Agreement converts the conceptual agreement into the required modifications in Articles 30, 31,
43 and 44.
Agreement:
The parties agree to make the changes below to the Collective Bargaining Agreement. This
agreement will be effective upon signature and ratification of the PSU-AAUP Membership. The
agreement will be submitted for ratification with the remainder of the successor agreement.
Article 30. SALARY AND RETIREMENT
Section 4. Salary Adjustments
a. Compression, Inversion and/or Equity Adjustments (Year 2: 2021-2022)
1. The University will allocate no less than 0.80% of the total Annual Salary Rates
(ASR) as of January 1, 2021 (for those employed on a 12-month basis) and
February 1, 2021 (for those employed on a 9-month basis) of tenure-related
academic-ranked faculty members to fund inversion, compression, and equity ASR
salary increases for tenure-related academic-ranked faculty members. The amount
to be allocated will be calculated after the University has applied other ASR salary
increases effective the same day (Jan 1/Feb 1). Inversion, compression and equity
ASR salary increases will be effective September 16, 2021 for those employed on a
9-month basis, and September 1, 2021 for those employed on a 12-month basis.
The labor/management committee will meet promptly following ratification of this
Agreement in order to determine how the most recently deployed inversion,
compression, and equity ASR salary adjustment model will be revised for this round
of ASR salary increases. The parties will agree upon the ASR salary adjustment
model no later than June 30, 2021.
2. The University will allocate no less than 0.80% of the total ASR as of January 1,
2021 (for those employed on a 12-month basis) and February 1, 2021 (for those
employed on a 9-month basis) of non-tenure track academic-ranked faculty
members to fund inversion, compression and equity ASR salary increases for nontenure track academic-ranked faculty members. The amount to be allocated will be
calculated after the University has applied other ASR salary increases effective the
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same day (Jan 1/Feb 1). Inversion, compression and equity ASR salary increases
will be effective September 16, 2021 for those employed on a 9-month basis, and
July 1, 2021 for those employed on the 12-month basis. The labor/management
committee will meet promptly following ratification of this Agreement in order to
determine how the most recently deployed inversion, compression, and equity ASR
salary adjustment model will be revised for this round of ASR salary increases. The
parties will agree upon the ASR salary adjustment model no later than June 30,
2021.
b. Compression, Inversion and/or Equity Adjustments (Year 3: 2022-2023)
1. The University will allocate no less than 0.80% of the total ASR as of January 1,
2022 (for those employed on a 12-month basis) and February 1, 2022 (for those
employed on a 9-month basis) of tenure-related academic-ranked faculty members
to fund inversion, compression, and equity ASR salary increases for tenure-related
academic-ranked faculty members. The amount to be allocated will be calculated
after the University has applied other ASR salary increases effective the same day
(Jan 1/Feb 1). Inversion, compression and equity ASR salary increases will
be effective September 16, 2022 for those employed on a 9-month basis, and July 1,
2022 for those employed on the 12-month basis. The 2022-2023 inversion,
compression, and equity ASR salary increases will be determined using the revised
2021-2022 ASR salary adjustment model updated with the most recent (aged)
CUPA-HR salary data.
2. The University will allocate no less than 0.80% of the total ASR as of January 1,
2022 (for those employed on a 12-month basis) and February 1, 2022 (for those
employed on a 9-month basis) of non-tenure track academic-ranked faculty
members to fund inversion, compression, and equity ASR salary increases for nontenure track academic-ranked faculty members. The amount to be allocated will be
calculated after the University has applied other ASR salary increases effective the
same day (Jan 1/Feb 1). Inversion, compression and equity ASR salary increases
will be effective September 16, 2022 for those employed on a 9-month basis, and
July 1, 2022 for those employed on the 12-month basis. The 2022-2023 inversion,
compression, and equity ASR salary increases will be determined using the revised
2021-2022 ASR salary adjustment model updated with the most recent (aged)
CUPA-HR salary data.
c. Compression, Inversion and/or Equity Adjustments (Year 4: 2023-2024)
1. The University will allocate no less than 0.80% of the total ASR as of January 1,
2023 (for those employed on a 12-month basis) and February 1, 2023 (for those
employed on a 9-month basis) of tenure-related academic-ranked faculty members
to fund inversion, compression, and equity ASR salary increases for tenure-related
academic-ranked faculty members. The amount to be allocated will be calculated
after the University has applied other ASR salary increases effective the same day
(Jan 1/Feb 1). Inversion, compression and equity ASR salary increases will be
effective September 16, 2023 for those employed on a 9-month basis, and July 1,
2023 for those employed on the 12-month basis. The 2023-2024 inversion,
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compression, and equity ASR salary increases will be determined using the revised
2021-2022 ASR salary adjustment model updated with the most recent (aged)
CUPA-HR salary data.
2. The University will allocate no less than 0.80% of the total ASR as of January 1,
2023 (for those employed on a 12-month basis) and February 1, 2023 (for those
employed on a 9-month basis) of non-tenure track academic-ranked faculty
members to fund inversion, compression, and equity ASR salary increases for nontenure track academic-ranked faculty members. The amount to be allocated will be
calculated after the University has applied other ASR salary increases effective the
same day (Jan 1/Feb 1). Inversion, compression and equity ASR salary increases
will be effective September 16, 2023 for those employed on a 9-month basis, and
July 1, 2023 for those employed on the 12-month basis. The 2023-2024 inversion,
compression, and equity ASR salary increases will be determined using the revised
2021-2022 ASR salary adjustment model updated with the most recent (aged)
CUPA-HR salary data.
d. Academic Professional Reclassification Pool (2021)
The University will allocate no less than 0.80% of the total ASR as of January 1, 2021 of
Academic Professionals to fund ASR salary increases for Academic Professionals to
bring their salaries into alignment with the new salary minimums or ranges associated
with the new classification system. The amount allocated will be calculated after the
University has applied other ASR salary increases effective January 1, 2021. These
ASR salary increases will be distributed and determined in a manner agreed upon by the
parties in interim bargaining following completion of the transition to the new
classification system. Prior to determining the amounts payable under this section the
parties will negotiate pursuant to Section 6, sub-section 4, below. Funds allocated under
this section will be applied within sixty (60) days of ratification retroactive to the date
academic professional assignments to job families and IC levels are complete.
Section 5. Minimum Salary Rates—Academic Ranked Instructional and Research
Faculty.
1. Effective January 1, 2021 for 12-month faculty with academic rank and effective
February 1, 2021 for 9-month faculty with academic rank, 1.0 FTE salary rates shall be
no less than those listed below. Members will receive the greater of either the acrossthe-board percentage increase or an increase to the new minimum for their rank and
term of service.
Rank
Professor
Professor of Practice, Clinical
Professor or Research Professor
Associate Professor

9-month appt.
February 1, 2021
$92,034

12-month appt.
January 1, 2021
$112,296

92,034

112,296

74,817

91,308
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Associate Professor of Practice,
Associate Clinical Professor or
Research Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor of Practice,
Assistant Clinical Professor or
Research Assistant Professor
Senior Instructor II
Senior Instructor I
Instructor
Senior Research Associate II
Senior Research Associate I
Research Associate
Senior Research Assistant II
Senior Research Assistant I
Research Assistant
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74,817

91,308

62,604

76,392

62,604

76,392

61,353
52,002
45,612
56,502
52,182
49,950
48,717
46,395
45,612

74,868
63,444
55,656
68,940
63,660
60,948
59,460
56,628
55,656

2. On January 1, 2022, the minimum salary rates for 12-month faculty with academic rank
will increase by 1%. Prior to January 1 of each year, the Office of Human Resources will
provide the new minimum salary rates to the Association and will publish the new rates
on its webpage.
3. On February 1, 2022 the minimum salary rates for 9-month faculty with academic rank
will increase by the 1%. Prior to February 1 of each year, the Office of Human
Resources will provide the new minimum salary rates to the Association and will publish
the new rates on its webpage.
4. Summer Session Minimum Salary Rates. Nine-month faculty employed to teach during
Summer Term will be paid for Summer Term teaching at a per-credit-hour rate that is no
less than 2.5% of the member’s base nine-month salary rate.
Section 6. Pay-Range Structure, etc.—Academic Professionals.
1. The structure for compensating Academic Professionals groups their positions in job
families based upon job responsibilities. The levels within families and associated pay
ranges are as follows.
2. Academic Professional 12-month salary rates effective January 1, 2021
Job Family
Program Administrator I
Program Administrator II
Program Administrator III
Advisor/Counselor I
Advisor/Counselor II
Instructional Technical Specialist I
Instructional Technical Specialist II
Psychologist
Clinical Social Worker

Minimum
$ 45,624
50,748
63,084
45,624
50,748
45,624
50,748
73,008
63,084

Maximum
$72,024
83,112
103,644
72,024
83,112
72,024
83,112
119,928
103,644
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Dentist
Physician
Psychology Resident
Educational Technology Specialist
Attorney
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130,032
130,032
45,624
71,508
63,084

213,528
213,528
72,024
117,468
103,644

On January 1, 2022, the minimum and maximum salary rates for academic professionals
will increase by 1%, unless new language about minimum and maximum salaries is
agreed to during interim bargaining after the transition into the new AP job structure.
Prior to January 1 of each year, the Office of Human Resources will provide the new
minimum and maximum salary rates to the Association and will publish the new rates on
its webpage.
3. Nine- (9) month salary rate equivalencies will be calculated by dividing the twelve- (12)

month salary rate by 1.22 and rounding up to the nearest monthly whole-dollar amount.
4. Upon completion of the AP transition process to the new Job Family and Job Level

structure, the University will provide AAUP with a list of all Academic Professionals, their
placement, and their salary, and the parties will immediately commence bargaining to
determine new salary minimums for the new Job Family and Job Level structures to
replace the salary rate chart in sub-section 2 of this Section.
Section 6A. Promotion in Rank—Minimum Adjustments.
Tenure-related and non-tenure track faculty members shall receive a salary increase of
at least 8% upon promotion in rank or the minimum for the new rank, whichever is
greater.
Section 6B: Post-Tenure Review Salary Increase.
The ASR of each tenured faculty member whose post-tenure review finds they meet
standards, pursuant to the post-tenure review guidelines adopted pursuant to Article 16
and this Agreement, shall be increased by $4,788. Post-Tenure Review salary increases
will be effective September 16. This amount will remain the same for the duration of this
contract.
Section 6C: Post-Continuous Appointment Review Salary Increase.
As of September 16, 2022, Non-Tenure Track Faculty who meet the standards for their
post-continuous appointment review will receive a $1,900 increase to their ASR. In
future years, Post-Continuous Appointment Review salary increases will be effective
September 16.This amount will remain the same for the duration of this contact.
Section 7A. Academic Professional Level Reassignment Salary Increase.
1.

If an Academic Professional position is reassigned to a higher level within the same job
family, the reassignment salary increase shall be effective on the first day of the month
following the date of submission of the reassignment request, should the request be
approved. The minimum reassignment salary increase in 2021 shall be:
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9-month appt.
$2,237

12-month appt.
$2,723

The minimum reassignment salary increase in FY 2022 shall be increased by the 1% in
ASR Increase provided to academic professionals that year unless new language
regarding academic professional salaries is agreed to during interim bargaining over the
classification and compensation study. Prior to January 1 of each year, the Office of
Human Resources will provide the new minimum reassignment salary increase amount
to the Association and will publish the new amount on its webpage.
2. An Academic Professional whose position is reassigned to a higher level in a different

job family should consult Article 17, Section 4 (e) and (f) concerning salary rate.
Section 7B. Academic Professional Advancement within a Job Level Salary Increase.
As of July 1, 2022, Academic Professionals who have met the eligibility and evaluation
standards outlined in Article 17 Section 6 (b) for Academic Professional Advancement
within a Job Level will receive a $1,600 increase to their ASR. Academic Professional
Advancement increases will be effective July 1 (for those employed on a 12-month
basis) and September 16 (for those employed on a 9-month basis).This amount will
remain the same for the duration of this contract.
Section 10. Automatic Economic Reopener in 2022.
The economic provisions of this Agreement, and as many as three additional articles
chosen by each party, will be renegotiated beginning in January 2022. For purposes of
this Section, the “economic provisions of this Agreement” are Article 19
(PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT), Article 30 (SALARY AND
RETIREMENT) an
The provisions in Article 30 Sections 6B (Post- Tenure Review Salary Increase), Section
6C (Post-Continuous Appointment Review Salary Increase) and Section 7B (Academic
Professional Advancement within a Job Level Salary Increase) shall not be eligible for
renegotiation during the term of this agreement. The economic provisions of this
Agreement will be frozen at the levels that were in effect on the date that notification is
received until either an agreement on revised economic provisions is reached or the
statutory bargaining process is concluded.
Article 31. INSURANCE
The Employer will pay ninety-five percent (95%) and employees will pay five percent
(5%) of the monthly premium rate as determined by PEBB for PEBB health, dental and
basic life benefits chosen by each eligible employee.
Article 43

NEGOTIATION OF LIMITED REOPENERS

The parties agree to reopen the contract as provided in Article 30 Section 10. Unless the
parties agree otherwise, the Association will send written notice to the University no later
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than November 15, 2021 specifying up to three articles of this Agreement, or new
subjects that it proposes to negotiate. The University shall send written notice to the
Association no later than November 15, 2021 specifying up to three articles of this
Agreement, or new subjects that it proposed to negotiate. Those sections of this
Agreement not noticed shall be closed until the expiration date specified in Article 45,
Term of Agreement. Negotiation of the articles or subjects noticed for reopener
negotiations shall commence no later than December 1, 2021 or such date thereafter as
may be mutually agreed upon by the parties.
The parties agree that they will meet and negotiate to replace Article 30 Section 6 sub-section 2
pursuant to Article 30 Section 6 sub-section 4, and Section 4 paragraph d.
The parties agree that they will meet and negotiate over the implementation of HB 2005, the
2019 Oregon Paid Family and Medical Leave Act, when the Bureau of Labor and Industries
(BOLI) promulgate rules about the statute that apply to the University. The University will
provide the Association with notice of promulgation of the rules when received.
Article 44. NEGOTIATION OF SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT
The parties will confer prior to February 28, 2024 regarding the format for successor bargaining
(i.e., whether to use an interest-based, traditional, or other bargaining approach). The parties
will also confer regarding the timing and scheduling of successor bargaining.
Unless the parties agree otherwise, for the purpose of negotiating a successor Agreement, the
Association will send written notice to the University no later than May 1, 2024 specifying those
new subjects or sections of this Agreement it proposes to negotiate. The University shall send
written notice to the Association no later than May 15, 2024 specifying those new subjects or
sections of this Agreement it proposes to negotiate. Those sections of this Agreement not
opened by said notices or by subsequent mutual agreement shall automatically become a part
of any successor Agreement. Negotiation of the successor Agreement shall begin no later than
May 31, 2024 or such date thereafter as may be mutually agreed upon by the parties.
Article 45. TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be in effect from the date of ratification by both parties, or as expressly
provided in this Agreement, through November 30, 2024.
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For the University

For the Association

_________________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Administration

____________________________________
Theresa McCormick, Interim VP of Collective
Bargaining

________________
Date

________________
Date
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Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 16, 2021

Subject: Supplement to COVID impact MOA Effects of Reopening from Campus Closurerevised provision for return to campus from remote work

Recitals
The parties recognize that employees have a need to resolve issues, such as care of children or
parents, transportation, health concerns or other potential impacts prior to returning to campus.
This MOA supplements the attached MOA dated September 18, 2020.
Agreement
1) To facilitate a smooth transition when employees return from remote to on
campus work supervisors will be encouraged to be as flexible as possible in their
return-to-work notice.
2) Supervisors will provide a three-week notice to employees; however, the return
time may be less upon agreement of the parties.
3) If the Supervisor and the employee cannot agree about the need to return to
campus, they should seek assistance from Human Resources.
4) This Agreement is Temporary and will expire December 2021. The parties agree
to engage in discussions and negotiations to discuss the feasibility of maintaining
the language for an additional period of time.
5) Supervisors will be notified of this MOA upon signature.

This agreement will become effective upon signature and ratification of the PSU membership
and shall remain in effect until December 31, 2021. In the event a further extension is needed,
the parties will meet to discuss and resolve.
For the University

For the Association

___________________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Personnel & Leadership Development

___________________________________
Theresa McCormick, Vice President for
Collective Bargaining

________________

________________

Date

Date
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Memorandum of Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
September 18, 2020
Subject:

Effects of Reopening from COVID-19 Campus Closure

Preamble:
The following return to campus plan is guided by our ongoing and unwavering
commitment to the health, safety and well-being of all faculty, instructors, academic
professionals, staff, students and visitors, and reflects our understanding of and
contributions to advancing overall public health efforts. As such, this plan considers and
attempts to balance the needs of PSU’s employees, the duties associated with their
positions and the goals/responsibilities of the university.
1. If work can be performed remotely in a manner that the supervisor determines is
sufficient to meet the needs of the university, it will continue to be done remotely
until the university determines it is feasible based on federal, state, and local COVID19 workplace guidelines for employees and students to return to campus. Supervisors
should be mindful of PSU’s stated need to do all we can to protect the health of
students, faculty, staff and visitors. In an effort to support their employees,
supervisors are encouraged to focus on members whose work cannot be done
remotely in any consideration of who returns to campus.

27
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2. Members may request to work on campus. Supervisors shall endeavor to fulfill that
request if feasible, but a supervisor may need to balance the competing needs of the
university with the health and safety of all. Thus, a supervisor may prioritize some
members returning to campus over others.
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3. Should the university decide that a unit will return to onsite/in-person work,
employees and supervisors will work collaboratively in assessing workplace options.
Supervisors will provide five days advance notice to the affected employees and will
provide flexibility in making remote work and other alternative work arrangements
available to employees.
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4. If work duties cannot be performed remotely in a manner that the supervisor
determines is sufficient to meet the needs of the university, employees with
COVID-related health concerns for themselves or members of their household may
ask their supervisors to explore options such as flex schedules, split schedules,
allowing certain aspects of the job to be done remotely, or to identify low traffic
times for campus work as appropriate.

42

5. In those cases when collaboration does not result in a satisfactory plan to the
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employee, the employee may engage HR. HR will provide guidance and
resources in support of a collaborative solution.
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6.

6
7
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7. Members are encouraged to have ongoing conversations with their supervisors
about concerns they may have with the on-campus work environment.
Supervisors and members shall work collaboratively to address any concerns
raised.

If the employee is unsatisfied after consultation with HR, they may request a
review of the decision by a department manager or department chair and, if
necessary, to the labor management committee.

10
11

8. If a member returns to on-campus work, they have the right to raise concerns under
Article 24, Section 4 related to COVID-19.

12
13

9. Employees can opt to use available leave and accommodation programs when
flexible scheduling or remote work are not possible.
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10. No retaliation, including discipline or a reduction in FTE, will be implemented based
upon the fact that a bargaining unit member expressed a desire to remain in or
transition to remote work.
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11. Decisions under this process to permit an employee to work remotely or to work an
alternate or modified work schedule or to perform particular duties are not
precedent setting and the parties agree that any such agreements by supervisors to
permit alternate work arrangements is not an acknowledgment or agreement by
PSU that accommodations for remote or alternate work schedules are appropriate
after a return to campus and outside of the university’s approach to addressing the
health concerns presented by the global pandemic created by the SARS COV-19
virus.
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12. Upon signatures indicating a tentative agreement, PSU may begin to bring
members back to campus pursuant to the agreements in this MOA. If PSU-AAUP
membership does not ratify this agreement, any members work modality changed
after September 18, will be given the opportunity to return to the work modality
prior to September 18 until a new agreement is reached between PSU-AAUP and
PSU Administration.
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This agreement will be effective upon signature and ratification of the parties.
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For the University

For the Association

________________________ ________________________
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Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic Personnel &
Leadership Development

Mark Leymon, Vice President Collective Bargaining

________________

________________

Date

Date
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Memorandum of Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
March 16, 2021
Subject: COVID-19 Retirement Transition Program
Recitals:
Due to the disruptions COVID-19 has caused both on and off campus, faculty members nearing
retirement may feel that now is an opportune time to begin the transition to retirement. The
parties are interested in creating a retirement transition program for tenured faculty members
with reduced FTE that would afford these members greater flexibility to structure their work and
their retirement transition in a way that best suits their individual needs, schedules, and course
loads, as well as the individualized needs of the academic unit.
Further, the parties acknowledge that the University is experiencing significant budget
challenges because of decreases in enrollments, now exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Retirements that occur from this program may allow units to utilize the salaries of RTP faculty
and minimize budget reductions.
Agreement:
1. To participate, faculty must sign a COVID-19 Retirement Transition Agreement, which
provides a transition plan through the time the faculty member retires and relinquishes
tenure rights.
2. To receive the benefits of the Retirement Transition Program, the member must sign the
Retirement Transition Agreement no later than June 1, 2021.
3. The COVID-19 Retirement Transition Agreement is designed to support the specific
transitional needs and interests of the individual faculty member who has decided to
separate within the designated time period of July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022.
4. Faculty members participating in this program may request to be relieved of up to 50%
of their teaching assignments and service obligations in their final terms at PSU, and
continue to receive their full salaries and benefits.
5. The applicable chair or associate dean and the faculty member will create a written
agreement specifying the nature and amount of changes to teaching and service
assignments and describing how they will address any impact these changes will have
on other faculty and staff. This agreement must be reviewed and approved by the Vice
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Provost of Academic Personnel before it is finalized to ensure equity. A copy of the
agreement will be forwarded to the Association upon execution.
6. Participating faculty are encouraged to use this time to transition research projects
and/or graduate supervision responsibilities.
7. Post-retirement provisions are not part of the COVID-19 Retirement Transition Program.
Post-retirement provisions may be discussed separately with the department chair or
dean, and faculty members may also seek emeritus status through University
procedures: https://www.pdx.edu/human-resources/emeritus-emerita-information.
8. Participants will have access to their full IPDA account and distributions through the
effective date of their retirement.
9. Those members not included in this MOU and who may be considering retirement are
encouraged to talk with their deans to discuss other options.
10. This program will be monitored by OAA to ensure compliance. Questions about program
implementation and compliance may be brought to the OAA.
This agreement shall be effective upon signature and ratification of the PSU-AAUP
membership, and shall remain in effect until June 30, 2022.
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For the University

For the Association

___________________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Personnel & Leadership Development

__________________________________
Theresa McCormick, Vice President for
Collective Bargaining

________________
Date

________________
Date
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Tentative Agreement between
Portland State University (University)
and the Portland State University Chapter
of the American Association of University Professors (Association)
April 16, 2021
Article 24. WORKING CONDITIONS
Section 10. REMOTE WORK
A. Introduction
PSU supports remote work when it meets the needs of the University. It can
maximize productive work time, decrease the need for parking and office facilities,
and decrease traffic congestion and air pollution while providing flexibility for
employees. The remote work location may be the employee's home or another
suitable location.
B. Remote Work includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Work conducted in a location other than an employee’s traditional workplace.
Work conducted in a place that is not owned or managed by PSU.
Ongoing or temporary arrangement
Examples: Working from home on a set schedule (i.e. last Friday of the month);
Hired to work from out-of-state location; Working from home to accommodate
temporary medical condition.

If the remote worksite is not in Oregon, the supervisor and employee must submit
the Authorization to Work Out of State Form, before work begins.
C. Exceptions to Remote Work Agreements:
1. Occasionally, or permanently working from a location owned by PSU (i.e., Salem

location)
2. Attending and working at a conference or training hosted at non-PSU location.
3. Fulfilling on-call or off-hours work obligations as part of job (i.e., responding to

urgent issues from off-campus)
4. It is an accepted practice for teaching and research faculty to carry out their work

with varied schedules on campus and at alternate locations. Normally, a formal
remote work agreement will not be required for faculty unless the normal work
assignment is consistently at an alternate location (i.e., not the standard
assigned office).
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5. On occasion, a department may also determine that employees may need to

work at alternate worksites for a short period of time to accommodate unusual
circumstances, such as a brief office closing for renovations or relocation. In such
cases, the formal telecommuting agreement is not required, but should be
documented for department files by memorandum or email, specifying work
expectations and duration.
D. Remote Work Agreements Requirements and Eligibility
1. A remote work agreement is required for members to work outside of the office
on a routine basis, temporary arrangements, or occasional work arrangements.
2. An AAUP bargaining unit member whose work does not require face-to-face
interaction, or for which that interaction may be scheduled, may be eligible to
work remotely. Tasks that benefit from uninterrupted work time are suitable for
remote work. Such tasks include writing, editing, reading, analysis, design work,
computer programming, word-processing and data entry.
3. Remote work may not be suitable for all employees and/or positions. All remote
work is subject to advance approval.
E. Remote Work Application Process
1. Employee discusses their request to work remotely with their supervisor.
2. Employee completes the PSU Remote Work Agreement (On PSU HR website).
3. Supervisor reviews Agreement and approves or makes edits within 15 days of
submission (pursuant to Article 24 Section 9).
a. If approved, the Agreement is sent to Human Resources.
b. If edits are made, the Agreement is electronically sent back to the
Employee to review again.
4. Once all approvals are received, the Remote Work Agreement is routed to
Human Resources for filing in the Employee’s personnel file.
5. The Employee and Supervisor receive a notification once the Agreement has
been finalized.
F. Remote Work Agreement
1. Employees who are approved for remote work shall abide by the University’s
Remote Work Guidelines and their Remote Work Agreement. A copy of the
Agreement shall be retained in the employee's electronic personnel file with
Human Resources. The agreement should be reviewed annually and revised as
needed.
2. Unless otherwise stated in the Remote Work agreement, the supervisor, the next
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level supervisor, or the employee may discontinue the arrangement, giving,
generally no less than one-week written notice. The parties may negotiate a
longer notice to provide for a smooth transition.
3. Inability to work at your remote location. In the event an employee on remote
work experiences an emergency at their remote work site they will need to check
in with their supervisor to determine if coming to campus to work is an option. If
that is not an option and the employee cannot work at their remote site or
campus, they should confer with their supervisor to determine next steps.
4. Performance & Policies. All work shall be performed according to the same
standards as is expected at the primary worksite. The supervisor and employee
will meet at regular intervals to review the employee's work performance. PSU
policies, rules and practices shall apply at the remote work site. The supervisor
will monitor and evaluate performance by relying more heavily on work results
rather than direct observation. Failure to follow policy, rules and procedures may
result in termination of the remote work arrangement and/or disciplinary action,
up to and including termination.
This agreement will be ratified with the successor agreement and added to Article 24 as
Section 10 or another section as determined by the parties when the successor
agreement is compiled.

For the University

For the Association

__________________________________
Shelly Chabon, Vice Provost for Academic
Administration

_________________________________
Theresa McCormick, Vice President
Collective Bargaining

________________
Date

________________
Date

I.

Incorporate agreement to share CUPA HR Data on Demand Subscription
Service pursuant to 2018 03Mar21 MOA (Article 3)

II.

To add a section in Article 6 that consolidates and refers to all PSU AAUP
notice items in the CBA and MOUs.
A.

III.

IV.

B.
To make changes to Article 9 consistent with the changed required by
2019 07Jul25 MOA Effects of the Janus vs AFSCME Supreme Court
Decision

To incorporate the 2019 07Jul25 MOA Effects of the Janus vs AFSCSME
Supreme Court Decision (Article 10)

submitted a Membership Application prior to the execution of this agreement, or
submitted a “Payroll Deduction Authorization/Membership Application” to PSU-AAUP
after the execution of this agreement indicating their enrollment as a member of PSUAAUP, and their agreement to pay member dues.

V.

To incorporate 2017 06Jun07 MOU PSU Board of Trustee Policy on the
Roles of the Board, President and Faculty, Shared Governance and
Academic Freedom (Article 12)

VI.

To update the most recent version (2018 06Jun25 PT Guidelines FINAL)
of the University Promotion and Tenure Guidelines to include the 2017
05May02 Revised Post Tenure Guidelines (Article 14)

VII.

To ensconce LOA #1 and PSU Standard 580 022 0030 0035 in the
Contract as Article 15

[Article intentionally left blank.] [Previous text was deleted via collective bargaining.]

VIII. To replace obsolete language regarding Institutional Career
Support/Peer Review (Article 16)
Article 16.

IX.

Ensconce 2018 05May04 MOA Supplemental Letter of Offer Correction
CORRECTED into Article 16

X.

Ensconce 2018 08Aug23 MOA Impact MOA Advising Redesign on Career
Counselors in CBA (Article 17)

IV.

Article 17. ACADEMIC PROFESSIONAL FACULTY

XI.

Ensconce 2018 05May16 MOA Article 18 Section 2 general effects in CBA
(Article 18)

XII.

Article 18 Section 2 eliminate obsolete Language

XIII. Ensconce 2019 05May07 MOA CA and Promotion Review Procedures
Clarifications EXECUTED into Article 18. For clarification and simplicity,
we propose this item also incorporate 2020 05May28 MOA NTTF post
CA 3 5 EXECUTED RAT, which was executed during successor bargaining
which moots parts of the first MOA.

XIV. Ensconce 2017 02Feb24 MOU re IPDAs in CBA (Article 19)

IX.

Ensconce 2017 06Jun01 MOU Unspent Faculty Development Funds in
CBA (Article 19)

XV.

Ensconce Per Diem Travel Policy (2016 11Nov14 MOU) and its
modification (2017 08Aug16 MOA) in CBA (Article 24)

XVI. Ensconce Online Leave Reporting System MOU 2019 12Dec16 in CBA
(Article 24)

XVII. To adopt more realistic timelines for the convening of the ad hoc
committee of peers in the disciplinary process (Article 27)

XVIII. Ensconce 2016 11Nov14 MOU Procedures for Paid Administrative Leave
during an Investigation in the CBA (Article 27)

XIX. To adopt best and most common practice in collective bargaining
agreements around the selection of the arbitrator (Article 28)

XX.

Ensconce 2015 10Oct15 MOU Procedure for Transfer of Tenure Home in
the Contract as new (Article 29)

Before initiating this procedure to request the transfer of tenure home, the faculty member is
encouraged to pursue a dialogue with the current and potential home department(s)/unit(s) to
explore the feasibility and possible impacts of transferring their tenure line.

A.
XXI. Capture Agreed changes to Millar and Hoffman Award Programs in 2017
11Nov15 MOA Hoffman Millar EXECUTED

all

XXII. Update Article 30 Section 3 from 2018 12Dec17 MOA CPI U replacement

XXIII. To remove obsolete language and include important reference language
from University Standards 577 040 0020 in CBA (Article 35)

XXIV. Ensconce 2018 Sep21 MOA Post Doctoral Scholar EXECUTED & RAT as
New Article 39 (all article #s advance)

XXV. Replace Article 39 (?) with new agreement 2018 Sep21 MOA Notice to
PSU AAUP EXECUTED & RAT (Renumber)

XXVI. Update Negotiations for a successor agreement and Term for the new
contract (new article #s) (New Article #s for Indemnification,
Separability, Totality of Agreement, Negotiation of Successor
Agreement, Term of Agreement)
VII. Article 43 (renumbered as needed). NEGOTIATION OF SUCCESSOR
AGREEMENT

VIII. Article 44 (renumbered as needed). TERM OF AGREEMENT

XXVII.
Ensconce in back of contract as MOA or MOU (in addition to ones
already in the back):

